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After J. Raison - M. Pope, Index transnuméré du Lineaire A (BCILL 11), 
Louvain 1977, 54: Signes du deuxième groupe. 
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      J. Raison - M. Pope (Index transnuméré du Lineaire A, BCILL 11, 
Louvain 1977, 48-ηγ)Ν provideΝ subΝ ‘SignesΝ duΝ premierΝ groupe’ the whole 
range of primarily syllabic signs and their variants. Some of these signs (e.g. 
8, 35, 42, 82a, 82b, 85, 87) are probably ideograms and some might be both 
syllabogram and ideogram, e.g. 27, 29, 48b, 60, 66, 99, 103. Sign 29 is usually 
the syllabic sign ka, but in solitary position it probably indicates the ideogram 
RτTAΝ‘wheel’, and in combination with the ideogram VIR it may well 
indicate a round shield (PARMA), so that the whole combination could 
represent a VIR PARMATUS,Ν‘manΝarmedΝwithΝaΝroundΝshield’.   
 

      SubΝ‘SignesΝduΝtroisièmeΝgroupe’ J. Raison - M. Pope (ibidem, 55-57) 
provideΝ theΝ ‘ligatureΝ signs’. Some of these consist of ideograms with 
additions of syllabograms indicating varieties of the commodities in 
question, e.g. 501, 503, 512, 513, 515, 516, 517, 518, 521, 522, 524, 525, 
528, etc.  
 

      Others consist of ideograms with additions of signs indicating dry 
measures: sign 502, for instance, shows the GRA(num) ideogram with the 
additionΝ ofΝdoubleΝδinearΝAΝ signsΝ ‘δ’,ΝwhichΝprobablyΝ isΝ equivalentΝ toΝ
Linear B sign V, possibly the classical Ἑῖ , whereas sign 504 shows the 
ἕRA(num)ΝideogramΝwithΝtheΝadditionΝofΝaΝsingleΝδinearΝAΝsignΝ‘δ’έ Sign 
511 shows the GRA(num) ideogram with the addition of a single Linear 
AΝsignΝ‘δ’ΝandΝaΝsingleΝδinearΝAΝsignΝ‘K’,ΝwhichΝprobablyΝis equivalent to 
Linear B sign T. From Linear B we know that the smallest dry and liquid 
measures are the signs Z (probably the Ἑ ) and V (the Ἑῖ ). In 
Linear B the dry measures have the following values: Z x 4 = V; V x 6 = 
T; T x 10 = GRA. According to J. Chadwick the wheat ideogram may 
indicate the highest unit of the dry measures, representing the maximum 
load an average man could carry. He also considers the wine ideogram the 
highest unit of the liquid measures, again representing the maximum load 
an average man could carry (cf. J. Chadwick, Reading the past, Linear B 
and related scripts, British Museum Publications, London 1987, 32). There 
is no reason to assume that the values of the Linear A measures differed 
very much from those in Linear B. 
 

      τtherΝ‘ligatureΝsigns’ΝmayΝbeΝaΝcombinationΝofΝtwoΝideogramsέΝSignΝ
536 is probably a combination of sign 35 (CAPSUS of a chariot) and 87 
(framework of a chariot). Sign 672 may be sign 87 combined with the sign of 
another part of the chariot. 
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LINEAR A SIGNS INDICATING 
FRACTIONS, WEIGHTS, MEASURES 

 

 
 

  After J. Raison - M. Pope, Index transnuméré du Lineaire A (BCILL 11),  
  Louvain 1977, 58: Signes du quatrième groupe. 
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LINEAR  A  SYLLABIC SIGNS RESEMBLING LINEAR  B   
SIGNS (ACCORDING TO J. RAISON - M. POPE) 

 

 
 
    After J. Raison - M. Pope, Index transnuméré du Lineaire A (BCILL 11),  
    Louvain 1977, 60: Ressemblances A – B. 
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LINEAR  A  IDEOGRAMS, IDEOGRAMS WITH ADDED 
VALUES, SIGNS FOR MEASURES AND WEIGHTS 

RESEMBLING LINEAR  B  SIGNS 

 

This chart is partly after J. Raison - M. Pope, Index transnuméré du Lineaire A 
(BCILL 11), Louvain 1977, 61: Ressemblances A – B.  I have, however, 
rearranged the order in such a way that the ideograms of domestic animals, 
those of agricultural commodities, those of other commodities, those of various 
vases, and the signs for measures and weights are put together in their own 
groups. In my view sign 126 isΝnotΝtheΝideogramΝεUδ(ier)Ν‘woman’, but VIR 
ARεATUSΝ ‘armedΝ man’. Especially the second example of sign 126 
shows close resemblance to both Linear B sign *100 = VIR and Linear B 
signs *162 and *163 = δτRἙωAΝ‘aΝleatherΝcuirassΝorΝcorselet’. Linear A 
sign 116 ARB(OR) may be the ideogram of AURUM (B *141). 
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CHAPTER 12 
 

LINEAR  B  ONOMASTICS 
           

      The names discussed in this chapter do not have a Greek etymology and 
are to be considered adstrate forms in the wide sense in Mycenaean Greek. 
Most forms may also be regarded as adstrate names in a limited sense, possibly 
with e-ra as an exception, since this theonym and toponym may well be taken 
as a substrate name. Although the forms pi-we-ri-ja-ta, pi-we-re, pi-we-ri-si, 
pi-we-ri-di have a perfect Greek and Indo-European etymology (cf. P. 
Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque, 898-899, s.v. 
πῖα ), they are also discussed here, since a relation of the names in question 
with Thrace and Macedonia seems feasible as well.  
    
       In this chapter I shall first discuss some data which appear to be 
particularly relevant to the subject of this monograph. Subsequently, I shall 
move on to those names that may be of interest for Thracian studies in general. 
Finally, I intend to pay attention to the significance of some theonyms.  
 

      To start with, it may be useful to stress a point of methodology. Although 
ancientΝsourcesΝusedΝtheΝtermΝ‘Thracian’ΝwithoutΝreservationΝwhenΝreferringΝ
to those peoples and tribes who dwelled in the northern Balkans and on the 
Greek mainland itself in a very remote past and who were considered the 
ancestors of thoseΝwhomΝtheΝἕreeksΝknewΝasΝ‘theΝThracians’ΝinΝhistoricΝtimes,Ν
itΝmayΝbeΝpreferableΝ toΝuseΝ theΝ termΝ‘proto-Thracian’ΝwhenΝweΝ referΝ toΝ theΝ
Bronze Age, since the Thracians just as the Greeks themselves had not yet 
passed the threshold of history in Mycenaean times. 
 

      Linear B pu-zo (KN Ap 5748+5901+5923+8558.2) has been recognized 
as the Thracian personal name Buzo byΝPέἘrέΝἙlievski,Ν ‘εycέΝPU-ZOʼ,ΝŽἑἢἉ 
Antika 19 (1969), 149. D. Detschew, Die thrakischen Sprachreste, 94-95, has 
previously suggested a Thracian origin for personal names such as , 

α , έΝ PέΝ Kretschmer,Ν ‘ϊasΝ -nt- Suffixʼ,Ν Glotta 14 (1925), 94-95, 
assumed on the basis of occurrence of the name Beuzas in Dalmatia that 
Byzantium was founded by an Illyrian α , but the Etymologicum Magnum 
tells: Bυ ·  π ,   α α  Θ  α α.  
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      Actually, it is a very common mistake, also often made by H. Krahe and 
A. Mayer, to attribute an Illyrian origin to names that were in fact Thracian. 
C. Patsch demonstrated already in 1907 in hisΝarticleΝonΝ‘ThrakischeΝSpurenΝ
anΝderΝAdria’,ΝÖsterreichische Jahreshefte 10, 169-174, that there was a Pre-
Illyrian substrate of Thracian onomastica in Dalmatia and Epirus. Moreover, 
isoglosses of substrate words in Albanian, Bulgarian and Rumanian can 
probably best be explained as relics of Thracian and cognate Dacian. Thracian 

 and α  may be compared with Awestian buza ‘billy-goat’,ΝPersianΝbuz 
‘goat’Ν andΝ ‘billy-goat’Ν andΝArmenianΝbuz ‘lamb’, from I.-E. * bhug-yo-s, cf. I. 
ϊuridanov,Ν ‘ϊieΝ StellungΝ desΝ ThrakischenΝ imΝ KreiseΝ derΝ indoeuropäischenΝ
Sprachen’,Ν Thracia I (Academia Litterarum Bulgarica, Primus Congressus 
Studiorum Thracicorum), Serdicae 1972, 242.    
 
      Although I am convinced that the toponym Bυ  is derived from 
Thracian α , I am now less certain about the same origin of the Linear B 
name from Knossos, since also at Nuzi the name Pu-ú-za is attested, cf. P.M. 
Purves, NPN, 248, s.v. puza,ΝwhoseΝverdictΝisΝ‘unidentified’ΝandΝwhoΝagreesΝ
with L. Oppenheim in opposing the opinion of others who maintain that this 
personal name is Hurrian. He compares the Nuzi name with Bu-zi from Gasur, 
HSS X 190: 1, and with Bu-za from the Ur III period, cf. Schneider in 
Orientalia No. 23, No. 523, also cited by Meyer in AOF XII 368. Also Bu-za 
and perhaps Bu-zi from Anatolia, cf. Stephens, PNC, 28, former cited by 
Ungnad, Subartu, 150. See for more examples from Anatolia Gustavs in AOF 
XI 147 and Oppenheim in RHA V, fasc. 33, 16. References of Bu-za from 
Middle Assyrian texts are listed by Ebeling in MAOG XIII.1, 35. From Susa 
cf. perhaps [Bu]-ú-zi, Mém. XXIII 248:3. I conclude that the range of 
occurrences of Bu-za and Bu-zi is widely spread over Anatolia and the Near 
East as well, so that it would be unwise to point to only one source. The 
problem with these disyllabic names is also that there is always a chance that 
we are dealing with homographs derived from different origins. 
 
      Some personal names in Linear B appear to contain a root -, e.g. di-za-
so (KN Pp 493+ 500+5813; Dv 1505) = e.g. * α ( ) , di-za[ (KN Dv 1506) 
= e.g. α  (or perhaps also * α ( ) , since we do not know whether the 
name is complete or not) and di-zo (KN V(3) 479a.1; As(2) 1520.5; V(7) 
1523.4b), *  or *  or *  (with the same ending as T  and 

).  
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     In historical times this root is frequently attested in Thracian personal 
names such as α , α, , α , , Diszas, Disza, Diza, Dizza 
(gen. α, α , α ), extended forms as α α , υ , απ  
and compounds as α- , Diza-poris, Disa-centus, Disza-tralis, α- α , 
cf. D. Detschew, Die thrakischen Sprachreste, 132-1γηΝandΝ14γνΝcfέΝalsoΝVέΝBešev-
liev, Untersuchungen über die Personennamen bei den Thrakern, Amsterdam 1970, 42. 
 
      We may see a parallel to Thracian α  in the Lithuanian personal name 
ϊἑžἉἝ, in the Latvian family name ϊἑžἉἑἝ and in Latvian ἌīžἉ, cf. I. Duridanov, 
‘ϊieΝStellungΝdesΝThrakischenΝimΝKreiseΝderΝindoeuropäischenΝSprachen’,ΝThracia 
I, Academia Litterarum Bulgarica, Primus Congressus Studiorum Thracicorum, 
Serdicae 1972, 239. P. Chantraine, DELG I,Νβκ1,ΝacceptedΝAέΝἔick’sΝcorrection 
ofΝἘesychius’sΝglossΝofΝ α· α   into α· α  α . He compared 
Thracian α with Armenian tik ‘leatherΝsack’Ν(ξΝἙέ-E. ῥἌἑgā) and Old High 
German ziga ‘goat’,ΝofΝwhichΝtheΝdorsalΝstopΝmayΝgoΝbackΝ toΝ Ἑέ-E. k or gh. 
Kaukones are mentioned by Herodotus I, 147; IV 118, inΝἘomer’sΝOdyssey ΰ 
366 and by Strabo VII, 7, 1-2; VIII, 3, 11; XII, 8, 3, as living in the Peloponnese 
west of Arcadia; in Iliad K 429 and Y 329, and by Strabo XI, 3, 2-5; XIV, 5, 
23-28, and Ptolemy Geog. V, 1, 3, as a people in Paphlagonia in Asia Minor. 

Ptolemy Geog. III, 8, 3, mentions Dacian Kαυ , and in an inscription 
from Mauretania Caesariensis (CIL VIII, 9390) we read: [d.] m. Saeci 

Cauce<n>sis [equitis] alae II Thracum.  
 
      L.C. Meijer, Eine strukturelle Analyse der Hagia Triada-Tafeln, 134, 
reads Linear A [ ]di-za-ke on HT la.2-3. He erroneously mentions [ ]L51-34-
24 instead of [ ]L51-23-24 on page 7 of his book, but this is probably a 
printer’sΝ error,Ν sinceΝ heΝ readsΝ di-za-ke on page 134. This reading might, 
however, be a hoax, since L. Godart and J.-P. Olivier, GORILA Vol. 1, read 
di-di-za-ke, whereas J. Raison and M. Pope, BCILL 18, 33, and BCILL 74, 44, 
seem to waver between these readings. If [ ]di-za-ke is not a hoax, this 
sequence, which is probably a personal name, could perhaps be compared with 
the Thracian name Dizzaca in inscriptions from Worms (CIL XIII, 6231: Aur. 
Dizzaca leg. II Part.) and from Troesmis (CIL III, 6189: Iulius Dizzace (gen.)). 
But if di-di-za-ke is the correct reading, the first onomastic element di-di- may 
be compared with names from Cappadocia such as Tí-tí-a (CCT V 25 c 4; 
Garelli No 63, 8; E. Laroche, NH, 186. no 1342) and Tí-tí-na-ri (EL 1, 2; 284, 
3; E. Laroche, NH, 186. no 1343). 
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      The latter name is also mentioned by P.M. Purves, NPN, 208, s.v. titi: 
“ἘurrianέΝ ωfέΝ perhapsΝ ti-i-ti,Ν TušέΝ iiiΝ 1β1,Ν and ti-i-ti-pa[a], VBoT 59 ii 8. 
Perhaps in personal name Titinari/atal from Anatolia, wr. Tí-tí-na-RI, TCL 
IV 67:2, cited as Hurrian by Götze, Kleinasien, 69, n. 4; Gelb, IAV, 14; and 
Ungnad, Subartu, 151. The personal name Tette adduced by Gustavs in AOF 
XI, 149, isΝ probablyΝ notΝ involvedέ” Single writing of the cuneiform inter-
vocalic dental in ti-i-ti- proves that it is voiced. In certain personal names final 
-a-RI is read as -atal by Gelb and Purves, cf. e.g. Purves, NPN, 248, s.v. -ri. 
 

     The new reading di-di-za-ke by GORILA (HT la.2-3) seems preferable, 
since di-di- is legible. Consequently a Hurrian interpretation of di-di-za-ke 
seemsΝmoreΝlikelyΝthanΝaΝ‘Thracian’ΝorΝ‘Proto-Thracian’ΝofΝdi-za-ke. If Linear 
A -za-ke is an onomastic element, the element -ἦἉ ἑ in Nula-ἦἉ ἑ (wr. Nu-la-
za- ἑ, Nu-ul-za- ἑ), attested at Nuzi, seems prima facie comparable, cf. nu-ú-
ú-liεEṣ TušέΝiiiΝ11γΝandΝ11κ,ΝcfέΝalsoΝNul-tἍᾷἡp (wr. Nu-ul-te-ᾷἡp) at Nuzi, but 
if -ἦἉ ἑ is to be equated with the element -ἦἉ , it might be Kassite (cf. P.M. 
Purves, NPN, 276, s.v. -ἦἉ  and -ἦἉ ἑ), which would make *di-di-za- Ἅ a 
hybrid name, not impossible, but less likely. A more decisive argument against 
reading *di-di-za- Ἅ is that cuneiform - - (voiced velar spirant) is probably 
represented by a Linear A q-sign. So it seems preferable that Linear A -za-ke 
consists of the compound formatives -za + -ke or -za + -kke. Compare for -za: 

P.M. Purves, NPN, 276, s.v. -za: “Ἐurrian ? Apparently a formative in ἉἑἦἉ 
and perhaps in Kuliza ? Note also fPetteza.” Compare for -ke: P.M. Purves, 
NPN, 224, s.v. -ke: “ἘurrianέΝ WithΝ variantΝ -ki, apparently a formative in 
χἜἜἉkἑ, ἉtἜἉkἍ, ἍἜἜἑkἍ, IἘἘἑkἑήἍ, IἜἜἑkἍ, Iἡkἑ, KἍἔkἍ, KἑἜἜἡkἍ, ᾶἉtἡkἍ, 
Tenteke, Unniki, Unnuki, Uzzuke, and perhaps Turuke, Zapaki, Zi(?)make and 
Zirriki.” Compare for -kke: P.M. Purves, NPN, 228, s.v. -kkeμΝ “ἘurrianέΝ
Apparently a formative analogous to -kka. Found in Apakke. Zizzakke, and 
perhaps Arikke and the element urekkeέ” In the last examples Zizzakke (wr. Zi-
iz-za-ag-ge) is interesting.  
 

      The ethnic i-ta-ra-jo (PY Jn 431.10), probably αῖ , used as a personal 
name, is derived from * , which can be compared with , the name 
of the river Danube mentioned by Herodotus (IV, 48) as the greatest of all 
rivers we know:   ὼ   π α ῲ  π  ῲ  ῖ  . 
According to Stephanus of Byzantium (341, 3)  occurs not only as a 
toponym in Thrace, but also as one in Crete, in the area of Knidos in Asia 
Minor and in that of the Iapyges, a tribe in the east of Italy. 
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      Stephanus Byzantinus, 341, 3, writes: , π  ,  -
 ῲ  φ . υ α π    ῳ ῳέ    α  

έ α   α  ὡ  Ὀ α  α  φ .   α  α  
ὡ  Ὀ α , α  α  π    α  π   α έ  
π   απυ α , ὡ  φ  ῳ ῳέ Steph. Byz., 648, 5, also mentions 
a Thracian tribe called Istroi: π  […]Ν  ῳ π   υ ῳ “ π  

  Ὕ υ  υ  α     Θ ”έ  Although D. 
Detschew, Die thrakischen Sprachreste, Wien 1957, 217-219, considers 

 Thracian on good grounds since the name and its derivatives are 
attested as Thracian in ancient sources, Stephanus Byzantinus already pointed 
out that the name occurs far beyond the Thracian area. The name of the river 

 is probably cognate with that of other rivers in Europe such as the 
Isère, Isar, etc., cf. A. Walde - J. Pokorny, Vergleichendes Wörterbuch der 
indogermanischen Sprachen, Berlin 1927-1932, 3 Vols., 299-300. The 
original meaning of the Indo-European adjectives *H1isrós > (Greek) ó ; 
*H1iserós > (Greek) ó ; *H1ἍἥἝṛἜóἝ > (Greek) α ó , cf. Doric α ó , is 
‘providedΝwithΝsupernaturalΝpower’έΝ 
 

      So in fact the name of the Istros river in Thrace and Dacia may be 
considered a piece of evidence for the Indo-European character of the 
Thracian and Dacian languages. At the same time we must realize that these 
ancient Indo-European languages probably also contained many substrate 
words and names of (non-Indo-European) predecessors, just like the Greek 
and Anatolian languages did. The ethnic Θ  ‘Thracians’Ν isΝ probablyΝ
inherited from a non-Indo-European substrate language just as the Greeks 
inherited the ethnic α  from such a language, in the same way as the 
Anglo-Saxon British inherited their name from the Celtic Britons, inhabitants 
of South Britannia before the Roman conquest, cf. Middle English and Old 
French Breton, Latin Britto, -onis, Old Celtic *Britto(s).  
 

      The place name from Knossos o-du-ru-we (KN C 902.6), probably 
dative-locative of * υ , and the ethnic o-du-ru-wi-jo (KN C 902.2), 
probably Ὀ , and the feminine o-du-ru-wi-ja (KN Ai(3) 982.1), as well 
as o-du-ru-wi-jo on a stirrup-jar found in Thebes (TH Z 839), but imported 
from Crete (on the evidence of clay analysis), recall the tribal name of the 
Thracian Ὀ α , with the adjectival forms Ὀ  and Ὀ υ αῖ . 
Herodotus, IV, 92, tells that the river  (a tributary of the Maritsa) flowed 
through the area of the Odrysae: α ῖ   ῥ   π  π̓  ἄ  
π α  ῳ α  ,   Ὀ υ  ῤ . 
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      According to a gloss by Hesychius: υ  ·   , the toponym 
υ  is attested in Crete. It might well be considered a doublet of * υ . 

A ή  alternation can be explained by the non-Greek origin of the name. M. 
δejeune,Ν ‘ϊoubletsΝ etΝ complexes’,ΝProceedings of the Cambridge Colloquium on 
Mycenaean Studies (ed. L.R. Palmer - J. Chadwick), Cambridge 1966, 140: 
“ϊansΝ certainsΝ empruntsΝ ‘préhelléniques’Ν duΝ grec,Ν ilΝ aΝ puΝ seΝ produireΝ desΝ
flottements entre (douces) aspirées et (douces) sonores; un exemple en est 
peut-être fourni parΝconfrontationΝdeΝlaΝgloseΝd’ἘésychiusΝ υ  ·   

 et du toponyme oduru deΝnosΝtablettesΝcnossiennesνΝs’ilΝs’agitΝduΝmêmeΝ
mot (ce qui est plausible, mais non démontrable), ce flottement entre  et  
serait du même ordre que le flottement entre  et φ impliqué par une lecture 
* αφ  où pu2 (comme dans tous les autres examples contrôlables) 
vaudrait φυέ”ΝἔέεέJέΝWaandersμΝ υ/φυ may be derived from Lin. A pu2 = bhu. 
 

      There is also a mount υ  in Thessaly situated to the north of Phthiotis 
according to Herodotus VII, 129 and Strabo VIII, 3, 32; IX, 5, 8; IX, 5, 14, 
cf. P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque III, Paris 
1974, 778, s.v. υ έΝ ἙnΝ Ἐomer’s Iliad N 363, 374, 772, Ὀ υ  is 
mentioned as coming from Thracian α  or α  to Troy in the 
hope of marrying Kassandra, but slain by Idomeneus instead (cf. Strabo 
XIII, 1, 40). Stephanus Byzantinus 344, 12, mentions: α α , π   

αππα , πα  Ὀ υ έ  “ α   α”έ 
α αῖ  ᾽   α α  π  α  φ  π   Θ  

έ α  υ φ ῖ α   ῥ υ π  ῲ  Θ ῲ  α έ 
   υ α  π  α έ π    φ  

 α  αππα α  α  α ῥ α  α έ Cf. also Eust. and 
Scholium ad Iliad N 363.  
 

      δέRέΝ Palmer,Ν ‘εycenaeanΝ inscribedΝ vases,Ν ἙἙέΝ TheΝ mainlandΝ finds’,ΝΝ
Kadmos XI (1972), 27-46, examined the clusters of Cretan place names and 
ethnics mentioned by Linear B scribes at Knossos and established their 
interrelations discovering the patterns of Cretan geography. His hypothesis 
that the stirrup-jars found at Thebes, Eleusis and Mycenae, bearing Cretan 
toponyms or ethnics, were imported from Cretan centres to the mainland, was 
not only proved by the close contextual relations between e.g. wa-to and o-du-
ru-we (c.q. o-du-ru-wi-jo) in the Knossos tablets, but also by archaeological 
andΝspectrographicΝresearchΝbyΝἘέWέΝωatlingΝandΝAέΝεillett,Ν‘AΝstudyΝofΝtheΝ
inscribed stirrup-jarsΝ fromΝThebes’,ΝArchaeometry 8 (1965), 3-κηνΝ ‘Theban 

stirrup-jarsμΝQuestionsΝandΝanswers’, Archaeometry 11 (1969), 3-20. 
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      I quote L.R. Palmer, Kadmos XI (1972),Ν4ημΝ“AsΝforΝtheΝpin-pointing of 
the exporting centres, the recent spectrographic analysis of the clay from some 
of the Theban jars has suggested the conclusion that wa-to is to be identified 
with Palaikastro and o-du-ru-wi-jo with Zakro. The factual basis for this is 
that the clay of the o-du-ru-wi-jo jar closely resembles samples taken from 
Zakro, while clay from the wa-to group bears a similar relationship to a sample 
fromΝPalaikastroέ”Ν 
 

      J. ωhadwick,Ν‘δinearΝBΝtabletsΝfromΝThebes’,ΝMinos 10 (1969), 119, also 
regards the evidence as decisive. He compares Odrus with (the Thracian) 
Ὀ α  in the same paragraph. Cf. M. Ventris - J. Chadwick, Documents in 
Mycenaean Greek, Cambridge 19732, 211-213 and 438. But C.J. Ruijgh, 
EGM, Amsterdam 1967, § 156, n. 439, finds a relation between * υ  and 
the name of the Thracian tribe of the Ὀ α  more difficult to explain. 
Probably he refers to the intervocalic - - in Ὀ α , which is not found in 
the Linear B forms of the ethnics. Since names with the root Ὀ - / Ὀ υ- 
show connections with Crete, Thrace, Lycia and Cappadocia, it seems likely 
that the name of the Thracian Ὀ α  was derived from a non-Indo-European 
substrate language just like the name of the Θ  themselves. 
 

      The toponym tu-ni-ja = e.g. Θῠ  on several Knossos tablets (KN Ap 
629.1; Db 1246; Dv 1511+7193+7198+fr.; Le 641+fr.; X 7750.2; X 7633; Xd 
149+8121.3); tu-ni-ja-de (KN Fh 373), acc. + - ; and the ethnic tu-ni-jo = 
e.g. Θ  at Pylos (PY Cn 4.4; Xa 1419.2), are possibly derived from the 
Thracian ethnic Θῠ . Herodotus (I, 28) mentions: Θ   Θυ   α  

υ , and Stephanus of Byzantium (320, 8): Θυ α, α ῲ  Θυ ῲ έ  
 Θυ  φ  ῳ   Θυ α έ However, J. Chadwick now 

compares Linear B tu-ni-ja with υ α (now Kunávi) south of Knossos ? 
(cf. M. Ventris - J. Chadwick, Documents in Mycenaean Greek, Cambridge 19732, 
317, 588). Chadwick himself has placed a question mark after his equation. If 
it is correct, which seems doubtful, the toponym might have nothing to do 
with the Thracian Thynians.  
 

      L.R. Palmer, however, has argued from the Knossos tablets and the 
‘Theban’Νjar,ΝimportedΝfromΝωrete,ΝforΝaΝlinkΝbetweenΝtu-ni-ja on the one hand 
and o-du-ru-we and o-du-ru-wi-jo/ja on the other. As we have just seen in the 
discussion on * υ  and its derivatives, L.R. Palmer has been able to establish 
certain groupings of toponyms in the Knossos tablettes.  
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      In one of these groupings a close relationship between * υ  and tu-ni-
ja can be identified, cf. L.R. Palmer, ‘εycenaeanΝ inscribedΝ vases,Ν ἙἙέΝ TheΝ
mainlandΝfinds’,ΝKadmos XI (1972), 37 and 41. The question is whether the 
close relationship between the two Cretan place names in Mycenaean times is 
just accidental or not. In historic times the Odrysian and Thynian tribes, the 
latter mentioned as inhabiting the region of Salmydessos in the first 
millennium B.C., lived close together. The Thynians even claimed Odrysos 
(eponymic hero of the largest Thracian tribe) as their ancestor, cf. A. Fol, 
‘Thrako-Bithynische Parallelen im vorrömischen Zeitalter, II. Bevölkerungs- 

und Gesellschaftsstrukturen’, Thracia I (Academia Litterarum Bulgarica, 
Primus Congressus Studiorum Thracicorum), Serdicae 1972, 198.  
 

      If toponyms such as o-du-ru-we and tu-ni-ja in Crete may account for the 
presence of ancestors of the Odrysian and Thynian tribes on the island at some 
time during the Bronze Age, could they perhaps be identified with the 

α  in Crete mentioned in Odyssey Ν177 ? We have unfortunately not 
the slightest idea of whether our ancient sources based their statements about 

α  and,ΝforΝinstance,Ν‘Thracians’ΝonΝrealΝtraditionsΝfromΝcenturiesΝinΝtheΝ
past or whether they just tried to figure out how similar names found in 
different places could be explained in the most logical way. I regard casual 
information in Homer about e.g. Thracian chieftains and tribes helping the 
Trojans as their allies as historically more reliable than the information 
provided by later scholars from antiquity. Authors like Dionysios of 
Halicarnassus, Pausanias, Strabo and Hesychius Alexandrinus resemble to a 
large extent philologists of our time. They only had potentially more sources 
at their disposal, sources lost to us. They could read Hecataeus and quote him 
themselves and in their time they were much closer to their past than we are 
to theirs. We have, on the other hand, better facilities for communication and 
can rely on an immense amount of data, easily accessible.  
 

      It remains difficult to pin-point our identifications, partly because the 
orthographic conventions of Linear B make more than one interpretation 
possible (e.g.  or  in tu-ni-ja). Apart from this ambiguity of orthography, 
even if we assume that * υ , υ  and Ὀ υ  are all related, it must 
be admitted that the scope of occurrences of these names is very wide: from 
Crete to Thessaly and from Cappadocia to Thrace. As far as toponyms are 
concerned, assignment of these names to the category of substrate names 
appears more likely than to that of adstrates in the narrow sense.  
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     C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 144,ΝnέΝγθι,ΝremarksμΝ“ÀΝvraiΝdire,ΝΘῠ  est attesté 
plus tard comme nom du pays des Θῠ ,Ν c’est-à-direΝ d’uneΝ tribuΝ thrace. 
Évidemment,Νs’ilΝs’agitΝd’unΝnomΝd’origineΝthrace,ΝilΝestΝdifficileΝdeΝl’admettreΝ
pourΝlaΝωrèteΝmycénienneέΝωependant,ΝilΝestΝpossibleΝqu’ilΝs’agisseΝd’unΝnomΝ
préhellénique emprunté parΝdesΝThracesέ” ωέJέΝRuijgh’sΝhesitationΝ toΝacceptΝ
presence of Thracian toponyms in Crete in the Mycenaean era is understand-
able, especially if they are regarded as adstrate names in the narrow sense.       
Doubt may even increase, if other feasible equations are compared. E. 
Laroche, GLH, 271, mentions a possible Hurrian connection s.v. tuniέΝ“AttributΝ
de divinités; le plus souvent avec tabri. Graphies tu/du-(u)-ni. Sg. nom. tuni 
(tabri), KUB XX 93+ VI 7; XXV 44 II 4; 45, 7; XXVII 1 II 30-31; XV 37 II 
6; XXXII 84 IV 18; XLV 2 II 6; etc., etc. Gén. du poss. tu-ni-ib-bi-na, KUB 
XXV 45, 3-4. Dir. tu-u-ni-da, KUB XLVII 29 Ro 5, Vo 3, 6. tuniya (tabriya), 
IBoT III 148 II 64, IV 13; KUB XXXII 50, 21; KBoΝVἙἙἙΝκλΝRoΝ4έ”ΝEtc. The 
latter form tuniya also provides an exact equivalent to Linear B tu-ni-ja (KN 
Ap 629.1; Db 1246; Dv 1511+7193+7198+fr.; Le 641+fr.; X 7750.2; X 7633; 
Xd 149+8121.3). E. Laroche, NH, 257 and 270, also mentions a toponym 
D/Tunna (KBo IV 10 Ro 36; HT 2 VI 7; KBo XII 140 b.g. 3; Bo 595 III 15 = 
εἙτΝκ,Ν1λη)ΝinΝtheΝ‘Pays-Bas’ΝofΝAsiaΝεinorέ 
 
     The feminine ethnica from Pylos ka-pa-si-ja (PY Vn 851.12), e.g. Kα πα  
(with a - - which we expect on phonetic grounds), and ka-pa-ti-ja (PY Eb 338.A; Ep 
539.9; Ep 704.7; Un 443.3), e.g. Kα πα  (with - - restored on the analogy of the 
toponym), are both derived from Pre-Greek K πα Ἑ , a name which reminds us 
not only of the island K πα Ἑ  between Crete and Rhodes, a toponym Kα πα  
on Cyprus (cf. P. Chantraine, DELG, 500, s.v. πα Ἑ  ‘nomΝd’uneΝ planteΝ
vénéneuse’),Νbut also of  Kα π  , the Karpathian mountains in Rumania 
mentioned by Ptolemy III, 8, 1 and III, 5, 8 (cf. W. Pape - G.E. Benseler, Wörterbuch 
der griechischen Eigennamen, Braunschweig 1884, reprint of the 3rd ed., Graz 1959, 
627). These names establish, one may say, a firm link between the Aegean and 
the northern Balkan area. The root of K πα Ἑ  may go back to Indo-European 
(s)qerp- ‘toΝ cut’Ν (cfέΝ δithuanicΝ kerpù ‘cut’)έΝ SinceΝ BulgarianΝ karpa and 
Albanian karpë bothΝmeanΝ‘rock’,ΝK πα Ἑ  couldΝsignifyΝ‘rockyΝisland’ΝandΝ  
Kα π   ‘theΝRockyΝεountain(s)’έΝThe formant - - in K πα Ἑ  has a 
Pre-Greek appearance and may be observed in toponyms such as , 

, π , α , π  and Ὑ .  
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     We may consider whether  might contain the same root as we 
find in the name of the Thracian Kέεκθ μ mentioned in Iliad B 846 and P 73 
and in Odyssey δ 165. Herodotus VII, 110, tells: - α  Θ  ᾽   

  π  , αῖ    απαῖ  αῖ  
 α . On the other hand names showing a reduplication or a quasi-

reduplication are common in some languages, cf. e.g. E. Laroche, NH, 240: 
‘δallnamen’ΝTypeΝ ἙἙμΝ baseΝ ἙΝ redoubléeμΝKaka/Gaga, Kiki, Kuku, Lala, Lili, 
δἡἔἡ, εἉἕἉ, ε ( ), Nana, Nini, Nunu, Papa/Baba, Tata/Dada, Tete/Didi, 
Tutu/Dudu, Zuzu. Cas particulier du type II: la série en A-, Aba, Ada, Aga, Aka, 
χἥἉ, χ α, χἘἉ, χpἉ, χtἉέ (Les nomsΝcunéiformesΝorthographiésΝselonΝl’usageΝ
cappadocien, sans la gémination consonantique hittite. Par ex.: Kuku = capp. 
Ku-ku-ú, hitt. Ku-uk-ku; Ana = capp. A-na-(a), hitt. A-an-na, etc.) 
 

     A reflection of the Pre-Hellenic ethnic name Ὕα  may be found in the 
dative-locative u-wa-si (PY An 656.15), e.g. Ὕα  serving as a topographic 
indication. Pausanias X, 35, 5, mentions Boeotian Ὑ π  as a city of the 
Ὕα  who lived at Thebes before they had to flee from Kadmos and his 
army. Strabo IX, 2, 3, mentions them with Aones, Temmikes and Leleges as 
barbarian inhabitants of Boeotia before the coming of the Phoenicians with 
Kadmos who fortified the Kadmeia. Further on, in the same section, he seems 
either to associate the Ὕα  with Thracians and Pelasgoi or to identify them 
as Thracians themselves. He also mentions that the Thracians were driven out 
of Boeotia to Parnassos and that the Ὕα  founded a city Ὕ  in Phocis. Such 
stories about migrating and resettling peoples in our ancient sources point, of 
course, to the substrate character of these populations and their names. It is 
also clear that the authors in antiquity were fully aware of that character.  
 

     An expressive ethnicon derived from this toponym may occur in Linear B 
u-wa-ta (KN Dd 1286.B), probably Ὑ . The patronymic u-wa-si-jo (KN 
Ai(1) 115) may be explained as either a derivative from this name, e.g. Ὑ , 
or a derivative from *Ὕα , later attested as a personal name Ὕ , e.g. 
Ὑ , cf. C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 126, n. 283. Cf. W. Pape - G.E. Benseler, 
Wörterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen, 1573. 
 

     Another tribal name containing the same formant as we find in Ὕα , is 
α . They areΝmentionedΝ inΝἘomer’sΝ Iliad B 536 ff. as inhabitants of 

Euboea where they lived in Chalcis, Eretria, Histiaia, Kèrinthos, Dios, Kary-
stos and Styra. 
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     Strabo X, 1, 3, tells that the old name of Euboea was not only Makris, but 
also α . He also mentions that Aristotle says that Thracians setting out 
from Aba in Phocis, recolonised the island and renamed those who held it 

α έΝἙnΝEustathius’sΝcommentaryΝonΝϊionysiusΝPeriegeta 520 we read:  
π  ..  α  α α , π  ῥ  α  υ  ῲ  , 
Θ υ υ ,  φ  α . Cf. also IG XII, 8 no. 181 (from 
Samothrake): αῖ . F. Bechtel, Die historischen Personennamen des 
Griechischen bis zur Kaiserzeit, Halle 1917, 530. Cf. also D. Detschew, Die 
thrakischen Sprachreste (Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
Schriften der Balkankommission XIV), Wien 1957, 1. 
 

     On Linear B tablets from Knossos and Pylos occurs the name wa-na-ta-jo 
(KN V(3) 466.2; PY Eb 369.A; En 609.15; Eo 211.2.3.5; Eo 224.5; Ep 301.3; 
Jn 832.7), probably α αῖ , patronymic of *όα , expressive ethnic 
of *ό  (cf. Iliad B 507: π υ φυ  ). The Greeks themselves, 
following popular etymology, probably connected this name with ( ) , 
genitive ( ) ,Ν ‘lamb’,Ν butΝ phoneticallyΝ thisΝ isΝ impossible,Ν becauseΝ
vocalisation of άἜ̥- resulted in Mycenaean  or  (< *ἣἜ̥Ἐ-), which 
is attested in Linear B wo-ro-ne-ja (MY Oe 111) yα ‘lamb’s-wool’έΝ 
Thus  (< F ), must contain a different, probably non-Greek or Pre-
Greek root, cf. C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 191 and n. 68. There is still a town called 
Varna on the Black Sea coast of Bulgaria.  
 

     The name  is mentioned by Stephanus of Byzantium (123, 18) as a 
polis in Boeotia, Thessaly, Mesopotamia and Thrace. Ptolemy (Geog. III, 12, 
17) mentions the town α near Dyrrhachium. D. Detschew (Die thraki-
schen Sprachreste, 25-26) was unaware of the original digamma in : 
“VglέΝ denΝ luvischenΝ τrtsnameΝ Arinna, der Forrer, GL. 26, 1937, 193, als 
‘Quelle’ΝdeutetΝundΝzuΝaiέΝἜἑṇἉtἑ ‘lässtΝfliessen,Νentlässt’,ΝabgέΝrin ti ‘fliessen’,Ν
gall. Renos ‘Rhein’,ΝgotέΝrinno ‘Bach’ΝstelltέΝσachΝKretschmer,ΝGl. 28, 1939, 
115, wäre möglich, dass der luvische Ortsname mit Syncope des i-Lautes auch 
in den lykischen Ortsnamen Arñna, α, α  (Steph. Byz. 123, 12) 
vorliege, während der griech. Ortsname , m.E. sicher thrakischen 
Ursprungs ist, und der ital. Flussname Arnus (Liv. 22, 2,2; Tac. Ann. I, 79) 
vonΝdemΝluvischenΝWorteΝferngehaltenΝwerdenΝsollέ”ΝSoΝϊetschewΝoptsΝforΝaΝ
Thracian origin of the toponym  in Boeotia, Thessaly and Thrace (I have 
omittedΝ εesopotomia,Ν becauseΝ aΝ ‘εesopotamian’Ν  could have been 
founded by Alexander the Great or an existing place could have been renamed 
by him or his successors, so that the attestation would be secondary).  
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     The Mycenaean patronymic wa-na-ta-jo (KN V(3) 466.2; PY Eb 369.A; 
En 609.15; Eo 211.2.3.5; Eo 224.5; Ep 301.3; Jn 832.7), probably α αῖ , 
patronymic of *Fα , expressive ethnic of *F  (cf. Iliad B 507: 
π υ φυ  ) shows that the toponym  originally contained a 
digamma, which is confirmed by the existence of the Bulgarian toponym 
Varna. The occurrence of the toponym in Greece and Thrace pleads for a 
substrate character of the name which is likely Pre-Greek and Pre-Thracian, 
or,Ν ifΝ oneΝ prefersΝ theΝ ancientΝ name,Ν ‘Pelasgian’έΝ TheΝ originalΝ - in the 
Mycenaean name also proves that the toponym  in Greece and Thrace 
has nothing to do with the Luwian toponym Arinna, because Luwian, as 
Mycenaean Greek, faithfully recorded the w-sounds. Since Lycian is derived 
from Luwian, it is likely that Lycian Arñna is directly derived from Luwian 
Arinna and did not contain a w-sound either. 
 

     ἙfΝEέΝἔorrer’sΝetymologyΝofΝδuwianΝArinna asΝ‘well’Ν(ἕermanΝ‘Quelle’)ΝisΝ
correct and if it is related to Sanskrit ἜἑṇἉtἑ ‘letΝflow’,ΝancientΝBulgarianΝἜἑἘątἑ 
‘flow’,ΝἕallicΝRenos ‘Rhine’,ΝἕothicΝrinno ‘brook’,ΝthenΝϊetschew’sΝviewΝthatΝ
“derΝitalέΝἔlussnameΝArnus (Liv. 22, 2,2; Tac. Ann. I, 79) von dem luvischen 
WorteΝ ferngehaltenΝ werdenΝ soll”Ν isΝ evidently wrong and the name of the 
Italian Arno river (Latin Arnus) corresponds etymologically with Luwian 
Arinna. Since [w] and [b] are phonetically close, I may propose the hypothesis 
that *F  >  may have survived in the element - α / -π α in 
ε α, ε π α, Mecyberna, Megyperna, a town on the east coast of 
Pallene (cf. for toponym and ethnics Herodotus VII, 122; Thucydides V, 39, 
1; Skylax 66; Steph. Byz. 450, 5; Strabo VII, fragm. 29; Pliny, Naturalis 
Historia IV, 37; D. Detschew, Die thrakischen Sprachreste, 302-303). If so, it 
is not inconceivable that there is also a correlation of - α / -π α with 
Hittite and Luwian parna ‘house’,ΝwhichΝcontainsΝaccordingΝtoΝδέRέΝPalmerΝ
(supra) the same root as α α  in Greece and PἉἜἘἉᾷᾷἉ in Anatolia.  
 

     The toponym  in Thrace across the sea from Thasos (Steph. Byz. 
517, 24: , π  Θ   Θ υέ   αῖ  α  

α α) is identical with the name of an island in Caria and may be compared 
with the personal name α  in Isauria, cf. J. Sundwall, Die einheimischen 
Namen der Lykier (Klio Beiheft XI), Leipzig 1913, 288, 175; cf. D. Detschew, 
Die thrakischen Sprachreste, 364. Detschew, ibidem, 359, refers to the personal 
name  from Olbia (IPE 1, 55), but adds that the name is according to 
Vasmer, ISR 48, related to the Iranian tribal name . Detschew, ibid., 
mentions a castle α ῥ α in Thrace.  
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     On a Linear B tablet from Knossos (KN C 902.11) was previously read  re-
na-jo (†), which could be interpreted as αῖ , an ethnic used as a toponym 
derived from the toponym . The ethnic αῖ  is later attested, cf. C.J. 
Ruijgh, EGM, § 194 and n. 86. However, the reading re-na-jo must now be 
abandoned, for the corrected reading is re-ri-jo, possibly the ethnic , 
derived from the name of the island of  (cf. J. Chadwick - L. Godart - 
J.T. Killen - J.-P. Olivier - A. Sacconi - I.A. Sakellarakis 1986, Corpus of 
Mycenaean Inscriptions from Knossos, Volume I (1-1063), Incunabula Graeca 
Vol. LXXXVIII, Cambridge, London, New York, New Rochelle, Melbourne, 
Sydney, Roma 1986, 366).  
 

     In Anatolia we may refer to the Hittite texts for the -rn- cluster in 
toponyms: χᾷἡἜἘἉᾷ, χ ἉἜἘἉ, ύἡἜἘἉ, KἉ ἉἜἘἉ, KἉἜἘἉ, KἡἜἘἉ, ZἑᾷpἉἜἘἉ, cf. 
H. Ertem, ψἙǧἉἦkὅἥ ἕἍtἑἘἔἍἜἑἘἌἍ gἍἸἍἘ cἙǧἜἉfἥἉ ἉἌἔἉἜɩ ἌἑἦἑἘἑ (Ҫἑἢἑ ἥἉἦɩἔɩ 
metin yerleri ve Bibliyografya ile birlikte), Ankara 1973. See the names s.v. 
in the alphabetical list with extensive referencesΝ toΝ theΝ BoǧazköyΝ textsΝ inΝ
question. Cf. also Hittite and Luwian parna ‘house’.  In Pamphylia we find the 
personal names Fα πα  and Fα  (cf. L. Zgusta, Kleinasiatische 

Personennamen, Prag 1964, 177, § 373) and in Phrygia and Pisidia α  
(ibidem, 143, § 253).  
 

     We find several names with the cluster -rn- in Greece, Anatolia and Thrace, 
e.g. α or α α (< * - α α ?), a town in Phthiotis,  (cf. 
Iliad E 44) a town in Lydia, but also in Achaia. Stephanus Byzantinus, 347, 
20, mentions the Macedonian polis K α α. It may be interesting to compare 
the name of the island K  along the Acarnanian coast and α  
in Caria with K  in Asia Minor and υ α south of the mountain 
Arakynthos in Aetolia.  The cluster was productive in Thrace where we find 
beside α (vide supra), α / Dierna, Tierna, statio Tsiernensis, 
colonia Zernensis, Zernae, Z  (cf. D. Detschew, Die thrakischen 
Sprachreste, 132).  
 

     We also find Θ , π  Θ ,   Θ αῖ  (Stephanus of 
Byzantium 310, 7), K α , a personal name from Bithynia, to be compared 
with the Pisidian personal name K  and the Cappadocian and Lykaonian 
toponym K  (D. Detschew, Die thrakischen Sprachreste, 254). 
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     A toponym with the same -rn- cluster is υ α, a place in Crete. C.J. 
Ruijgh has been so kind as to draw my attention to this name which may 
containΝtheΝsameΝ‘Pre-Ἐellenic’ΝrootΝasΝtheΝεycenaeanΝtheonymΝe-re-u-ti-ja 
from Knossos (KN Gg(3) 705.1; alibi), dative of υ . Compare also the 
toponym υ ,ΝwithΝ‘Pre-Ἐellenic’ΝsuffixΝ-ῑ -, υ - - < * υ - -, cf. 
C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, §101. P. Chantraine, DELG, 318, s.v. E υ αμΝ“fέΝnomΝ
de la déesse des accouchements, souvent employé au pluriel (Hom. ion.-att.). 
Nombreuses variations orthographiques. .. Le mycénien fournit de façon 
certaine Ereutija = υ  à Cnossos, à côté de ἉἕἑἘἑἝἙ ο  pour une 
offrande de miel, cf. J. Chadwick - L. Baumbach, 188. Étymologie: La forme 
ancienne, comme le prouve le mycénien, est υ α,Νd’oùΝparΝdissimilationΝ
(et influence de υ α ?), υ α, cf. Kalén, Quaest. Gramm. Graecae 
κ,Ν nέΝ 1νΝ l’homέΝ E υ α peutΝ s’expliquerΝ parΝ unΝ allongementΝ métriqueΝ
(Schulze, Q.E. 260 sq.). Deux voies sont ouvertes pour l’étymologieμΝouΝbienΝ
on tire le mot du thème υ - de α , υ , avec le même suffixe f. 
que dans πυ α μΝ‘celleΝquiΝvient’ΝouΝ‘celleΝquiΝfaitΝvenir’έΝ…ΝτuΝbienΝtermeΝ
indigène non grec (cf. p.-ê. le nom de lieu υ α), Wackernagel apud 
Nilsson, Gr. Rel. 1, 313; le mot aurait pu être rapproché par étymologie 
populaire de α ,Νetcέ”  
 

     If comparison of the theonym with the verbal forms α , υ  is 
indeed due to popular etymology and the theonym is Pre-Greek, a Hurrian 
origin may well be feasible. Feminine names with the Hurrian onomastic 
element -tἡḭἉ are attested at Nuzi, e.g. fχpἉttἡḭἉ (wr. fA-ba-ad-du-ia, cf. I.J. 
Gelb, NPN, 22, with double writing of the dental indicating its voicelessness), 
and fUἘtἡḭἉ (wr. fUn-tu-ia and fUn-du-ia, cf. I.J. Gelb, NPN, 165), which 
might explain the unusual ending - υ α of the theonym. The first element 

υ- / *Elew- might be the result of metathesis < Hurrian Elwi-, e.g. in the 
feminine name fElwi-kui (wr. fEl-wi-ku-i and variant fIl-mi-ku-i, cf. I.J. Gelb, 
NPN, 44). The name *fElwi-tἡḭἉ can only be reconstructed from two separate 
Hurrian onomastic elements, which makes the identification less certain. If 

υ α (* υ α) is derived from *fElwi-tἡḭἉ (through metathesis), we 
must also accept that a feminine personal name was first used as an epithet of 
a deity in Minoan times, probably in the manifestation or function of the 
Goddess of Birth, to become the goddess υ α or υ , e-re-u-ti-ja 
(KN Gg(3) 705.1; al.), in her own right in Mycenaean times. Incidentally, a 
(double) formative -tἑḭἉ, consisting of -ti + -ḭἉ, is attested at Nuzi in IkἉtἑḭa, 

IἘtἉtἑḭἉ, KἡtἉtἑḭἉ and TἉἕpἉtἑḭἉ, cf. P.M. Purves, NPN, 266. 
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     A derivation of υ α or υ  from Hurrian *fElwi-tἡḭἉ / *fElew-
tἡḭἉ is only feasible, if an original division of the onomastic elements - 
and - υ α is admitted instead of the usual division -υ α, which is based 
on an alleged Greek etymology. Those who may consider the Hurrian option 
plausible, could argue that the Mycenaean Greeks after their conquest of 
Crete, soon established their own language as a superstrate language on the 
island and soon lost all knowledge of the Minoan vernacular, which differed 
so much from their own. Loan-words and non-Greek names were adapted by 
providing them with Greek formants and case-endings, and sometimes the 
meaning was adapted with the help of popular etymology. They could also 
argue that the various orthographies of the name, mentioned by P. Chantraine, 
DELG, 318 (of which I have quoted only a few), may plead for a non-Greek 
origin, whether Hurrian or not. Though I have proposed the hypothesis myself, 
I am not yet convinced that an explanation of the theonym υ α through 
Hurrian is preferable, partly because there are still too many unanswered 
questions and partly because a semantic connection between υ α / 

υ  and the ancient adjective  ‘free’ΝisΝquiteΝstrongέΝ υ α 
(Hom. E υ α) is the Goddess of Birth, who liberates mother and child from 
each other by her support during the delivery ofΝ aΝ babyέΝ ϊutchΝ ‘verlossen’Ν
meansΝ ‘release,Ν setΝ free,Ν liberate,Ν deliverΝ atΝ childbirth’έΝ UnfortunatelyΝ theΝ
etymology of  is not easy either, cf. P. Chantraine, DELG, 336-337. 
 

     The name of female demons πυ α  (usually in the plural form) mentioned 
by P. Chantraine in his comparison of the suffix -υ α of that name with that of 

-υ α, resembles the Hurrian personal name χἜpἡḭἉ (wr. Ar-pu-ja), father 
of Mu-ἡᾷ-te-ᾷἡp at Nuzi, cf. I.J. Gelb, NPN, 31; P.M. Purves, NPN, 205, s.v. 
arp. The name from Nuzi is masculine, so if πυ α is derived from that 
Hurrian name, the demon(s) had to become female, because names and words 
in -α are usually feminine in Greek, which is not necessarily the case in 
Hurrian. Comparison with Greek π α , alluded to in Odyssey ιΝ γι1μΝ

πυ α  α  ( - π α ), may be due to popular etymology, but 
may also indicate that the name πυ α originally missed initial h-. 
Comparison with π  (cf. Chantraine, DELG, 114-115, s.v. πυ α), may 
be due to popular etymology as well, but the h- of πυ α may yet have been 
caused by this comparison. Apparently [h] did not exist in the phonological 
system of Hurrian. O. Szemerényi, Syncope in Greek and Indo-European and 
the nature of Indo-European accent, Naples 1964, 203-213, and probably P. 
Chantraine as well, consider πυ α (and variant πυ α) a loan word. 
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     Hesychius mentions the Carian polis α  with the -rn- cluster, cf. P. 
Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque, 455. This name 
may contain either the non-Indo-European root Ida- (or its possible variant 
Eda-) without initial digamma, discussed in chapter 10, or the I.E. root in 
Greek  ‘wood’,Ν‘forest’,ΝwhichΝusedΝtoΝprovideΝtheΝpopularΝetymologyΝforΝ
the name of the  mountains in the Troas and Crete and possibly of the polis 

 on the Thracian Chersonese, mentioned by Scylax 67:    α α 
π    Θ α Χ  α  π   α  α · Kα α, , 

α , π  (D.A. Hester, ‘Pelasgian - a new Indo-European 

languageΝ Ἅ’,Ν Lingua 13 (1965), 372-373; D. Detschew, Die thrakischen 
Sprachreste, 214). 
 

     Linear B wi-da-jo (KN V(2) 60+151.3) may be a personal name Fῑ αῖ  
with -, derived from  F  >  ‘wood’,Ν‘forest’ (apparently confirmed by 
the second element of a Dacian plant-name ῤα α ‘Schamkraut’,Ν cfέΝϊέΝ
Detschew, Die thrakischen Sprachreste, 558), reflecting ‘forester, woodman’,Ν
not ‘manΝorΝἕodΝofΝεountΝἙda’,ΝwhichΝisΝprobably represented by Linear B i-
da-i-jo, probably αῖ  (KN K 875,4; PY An 661,2), see chapter 10, possibly 
comparable with Linear A i-da-a (KO Za 1.b-c).  
 

     It seems justifiable to see in the Linear B anthroponym wi-da-ma-ro (KN 
V(3) 479,2; KN Do 919+921.B) the element F - combined with the element 
- α  occurring frequently in Thracian names such as - α , - α , 

α - α , Kα - α , - α , cf. D. Detschew, Die thrakischen 
Sprachreste, 289. It may be significant that in the first line of KN V(3) 479 
the personal name di-zo occurs,Ν identifiedΝ asΝ possiblyΝ ‘Pre-Thracian’Ν (vide 
supra).  
 

      For a better understanding of the formation of the apparently non-Greek 
anthroponym wi-da-ka-so (KN Dd 1402+1593+2007.B), e.g. *Fῑ α , it 
may be useful to make the following equation: *F α  (a toponym α  
on the Thracian Chersonese is mentioned by Thucydides VIII, 104, 2) relates 
to *Fῑ α  as  (name of an island of Thrace according to Stephanus 
of Byzantium 331, 14: ,   Θ ) to α  (cf. Stephanus 
of Byzantium 331, 12: α ,  , π  ῥ π α ῥέ   

 α  α α. Cf. also the patronymic α  in Iliad A 519-520: 
  Θ ῃ ῲ   ῲ ,  α ,  ἄ  ̓  .). 
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      The Linear A sequence i-da-a (KO Za 1.b-c) can be interpreted as either a 
divine epithet Idaia ‘ἕodΝofΝεountΝἙda’ΝorΝaΝpersonal name (with the Hurrian 
hypocoristic suffix -ya), derived from the name of the well-known Ida ( ) 
mountains in central Crete, mentioned twice in Linear A texts from Kato 
Zakro as i-da (ZA 21b.1 and ZA 27a.1), but also known from Phrygia and 
Mysia. If we take i-da-a as a divine epithet, it belongs to a-ta-i-jo-wa-ja, but 
if we take it as a personal name, it probably refers to a supplicant mentioned 
in the formula. Linear B provides i-da-i-jo, probably αῖ  (KN K 875,4; PY 
An 661,2) that may well be cognate with or equivalent to Linear A i-da-a.  
 

      αῖ  is an epithet of Zeus who has an altar on Mount Ida near Troy (Iliad 
Π 605; Ω 291). But Zeus is also K α  ‘bornΝinΝωrete’ andΝisΝcalledΝ‘Zeus 
Idaios’ΝinΝEuripides,ΝCretans, Fragm. Trag. Gr. No. 472. Here the priests in 
the cult of the Kourètes call themselves mystai of Zeus Idaios and Bakkhantes 
of the Kourètes, and say that they have accomplished the omophagia of 
Zagreus and brandished the torches of the Mountain Mother (cf. M.P. Nilsson, 
The Minoan-Mycenaean religion, Lund 1968, 578). There is also a charioteer 
of King Priamos called αῖ  (Iliad Γ 248; Ω 325) and a Trojan, son of Dares, 
saved by Hephaistos (Iliad E 11, 20). The root Ida- was apparently Pre-Greek 
or non-Greek. Incidentally, Zα  reminds us of the Zagros mountains on 
the border of Iran and Iraq, but also of Zakros in Crete. 
 

      It is worth noting that in Linear B both the masculine form i-do-me-ni-jo, 
dative of  (PY Gn 428,5; PY Fn 324,7 mut.) and the feminine i-do-
me-ne-ja (PY Eb 498,1; Ep 212,9), α, feminine form of , 
are attested (cf. C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 118 and 219).  is, of course, 
also known as son of Deukalion, grandson of Minos and King of Knossos who 
joinedΝAgamemnon’sΝarmyΝinΝtheΝTrojanΝwarΝandΝisΝmentionedΝasΝaΝheroΝinΝ
the Iliad several times.  
 
      The Linear B personal name e-da-e-u, e.g. α  (PY Qa 1298), genitive 
e-da-e-wo (PY Eb 495.1; Ep 613.1), α  (cf. C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 280, 
n.121, and § 299), might well be of the same non-Greek origin as i-da-i-jo. C.J. 
Ruijgh has been so kind as to draw my attention to a possible i/e alternation in 
the non-Greek roots of these names, provided that i/e comprises a short vowel. 
A relation with  (in Homer: - ᴗ Νᴗ Ν-) is then only possible, if one assumes 
metrical lengthening for this form.  
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      Possible examples of this non-Greek root may be found in anthroponyms 
mentioned by E. Laroche, NH, 82, no. 478. Idari 1. Cappadocia: I-d[a]-ri-ἑᾷ, 
TωδΝXXΝ1λ1,ΝιέΝβέΝ‘RoiΝdeΝmontagne’μΝnomέΝm I-da-ri-ἑᾷ, IBoT I 1 V 12; no. 
479. Itarzia. Cappadocia: I-da-ar-zi-a, EL 186, 4. He mentions IἌἉ ἉkἉb in an 
Akkadian text (NH, 82, no. 477): Akk. mI-da- Ἁ-kab, LS 28 Ro 2 = MIO 6, 
375; cf. Goetze, JAOS 59, 4έΝἘeΝranksΝitΝamongΝ‘δesΝnomsΝhourrites’Ν(NH, 
352): ἑἌ ἑ, écrit it- ἑ-, dans IἌἉ ἉkἉbέΝ σom,Ν d’aprèsΝ empruntΝ hittέΝ accέΝ plέΝ
ἑt ἑἡᾷ (ABoT 28 + I 4, II 26). 
 

      Although P. Chaintraine, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque, 
455, writes s.v. μΝ“dorέΝ  fέΝ‘bois,Νforêt’Ν(Ἐdtέ,ΝThéocrέ). Vieux mot qui 
fournit le toponyme , massif montagneux en Mysie occidentale (Iliade 
etcέ)ΝetΝenΝωrèteΝ(ϊέPέ,ΝPausέ),Νd’oùΝ , αῖ  (ἙliadeΝetcέ)”,ΝheΝalsoΝaddsμΝ
“ωommeΝleΝconfirmeΝleΝtoponyme,ΝdoitΝêtreΝunΝtermeΝindigèneΝpréhellénique,Ν
donc sans étymologieΝétablieέ”ΝδinearΝAΝandΝBΝattestationsΝofΝallΝtheseΝnamesΝ
without w- and the fact that there is no trace of - in these names in Homer 
prove conclusively that the root of Ida, Idaia, Idaios, Idomeneus, Idomeneia 
is Pre-Hellenic and has nothing to do with , Doric  < Indo-European 

 ‘wood’,Ν ‘forest’έ Apparently, Chantraine may have overlooked the 
possibility that we are dealing with two different roots, one Indo-European 
with digamma (  ‘wood’,Ν‘forest’)ΝandΝoneΝprobablyΝnon-Indo-European 
without digamma. This observation is in fact confirmed by coexistence of the 
Linear B personal name wi-da-jo (KN V 60,3) = Fῑ αῖ  with w-, which is 
derived from  >  ‘wood’,Ν‘forest’έ 
 

      A perforated sealstone of black-green steatite in the form of a bobbin / reel 
(CMX XI, no 96), donated by R.B. Seager to the Metropolitan Museum in New 
York (26.31.158), probably from Crete (exact provenance uncertain), bears a 
Linear A inscription (KT Zg 2): a. | , te-ro-a|Ν(←ΝasΝreadΝfromΝtheΝsealstone),Ν
but | a-ro-te , |Ν(→ΝasΝreadΝfromΝtheΝseal-impression) and b. | da-da-i|Ν(←ΝasΝ
read from the sealstone), but | i-da-da |Ν(→ΝasΝreadΝfromΝtheΝseal-impression). 
 

      The form i-da-da probably consists of the name of mount Ida + the 
Hurrian directive suffix -da ‘to’Ν(cfέΝἕreekΝῥ αἢ- ) or the Hurrian ablative 
suffix -dan ‘from’Ν(cfέΝἕreekΝ  ξῥ - ). The scribe no doubt knew 
which of the two suffixes he meant, but we do not, because in Linear A a final 
consonant is not expressed as in Linear B.  
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      As discussed in chapter 11, there are two feasible interpretations for Linear 
A a-ro-te. It may possibly be identified with the Hurrian personal name *Allu-
te. The Hurrian anthroponym Allu-tἍḭἉ (wr. Al-lu-te-e-a) is attested at Nuzi 
(JEN 518:10; cf. I.J. Gelb, NPN, 20, s.v. Allu-tἍḭἉ; P.M. Purves, NPN, 199, 
s.v. all, allu-). Since -tἍḭἉ and -te are both very common hypocoristic forms 
of -tἍᾷἡp in Hurrian compound theophorous personal names, *Allu-te is 
equivalent to Allu-tἍḭἉ. Phonologically it is probably /Allote/.  
 

      Another plausible option, semantically and orthographically, would be the 
perfect form of the transitive verb ar-,ΝwithΝ theΝ tenseΝmarkerΝandΝSpeiser’sΝ
agent-suffix -ἡᾷ-, phonologically /-oz-/, cf. E.A. Speiser, IH, 196, § 225, sub 
‘suffixesΝwithΝtheΝverb’,ΝperfectΝ-oz-; cf. E. Laroche, GLH,Νβι,ΝsubΝ‘suffixesΝ
temporels’,ΝωlasseΝA,ΝprétéritΝ-ἡᾷ-. Linear A a-ro-te could thus be interpreted 
as Hurrian ar-ἡᾷ-te, phonologically /arozte/, ‘Teš(š)ub has given’έΝἙnΝconsonant 
clusters s/z preceding a dental occlusive would not be expressed in Linear A. 
 

      Some names might have a relation with both Macedonia and Thrace. In 
Pylos we find an expressive ethnic used as a personal name pi-we-ri-ja-ta (PY 
Jn 389.3), e.g. ῑ , derived from * ῑ , itself derived from the 
toponym  of which the locative form is attested at Pylos pi-we-re (PY 
Aa 1182), probably ῑ ῖ, cf. C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 167. The geographical 
names , ῑ , ῑ  and , which are found later on, can be 
explained etymologically from the adjectives signifying the notion of fertility, 
πῑ  < *πῑ  and π  < *π , respectively. The original forms, 
showing the - -, can be compared with Old Indian pívan-, pívari and display 
a perfect Indo-European (c.q. Indo-Iranian) etymology, cf. P. Chantraine, 
Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque II, 898-899, s.v. πῖα ; cf. also 
C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 167 and note 486.  
 

      Another explanation for pi-we-re might be the plural nominative of the 
ethnic  serving as a toponym on this Pylos tablet (cf. C.J.Ruijgh, 
ibidem). However, since the toponyms in the Aa, Ab, Ad series of the Pylos 
tablets seem to appear in the locative or instrumental forms (cf. e.g. po-to-ro-
wa-pi), the locative ῑ ῖ (from athematic πῑ -) seems more likely than the 
plural nominative . At Mycenae occurs pi-we-ri- ị (MY Fo 101,5), 
probably ῑ ( ) , plural dative of the feminine ethnic ῑ , derived 
from .  The dative singular pi-we-ri-di (MY Oe 103,5) occurs as well, 
probably serving as a personal name, cf. C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 167, n. 486.  
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      C.J. Ruijgh has been so kind as to point out to me that J.T. Killen has 
convincingly demonstrated that pi-we-ri- ị in MY Fo 101,5 is probably to be 
interpretedΝ asΝ ‘for ῑ  and the person belonging to her (probably her 
daughter)’,ΝasΝlaterΝ  means ‘forΝϊemeterΝandΝherΝdaughter’έ This can 
be inferred from the portions attributed to the persons mentioned in MY Fo 101, 
which begins with a-ne-a2 = dative of , (nickname derived from *ἆ Ἑ , 
neuter attested in π , π Ἑ , α , see Frisk s.v.)  who receives V 3, 
then follow six women who each get V 1, then pi-we-ri- ị who receive S 1 (= 
V 6), then again six women receiving each V 1.  receives thrice as much 
as the other women, because she is presumably a forewoman in charge of a 
group of women. Since *pi-we-ri (dative pi-we-ri-di in MY Oe 103,5), who 
probably has the same rank as , receives twice as much as her (V 6), one 
may conclude that pi-we-ri- ị meansΝ‘forΝ ῑ  and the person belonging to 
herΝ(probablyΝherΝdaughter)’έ 
 

      The Thracian tribe of the , mentioned by Herodotus (VII, 112) and 
Thucydides (II, 99, 3) as living in the area of the Pangaean mountains beyond 
the Strymon, originally lived in Pieria on the Thessalian border near mount 
Olympus. Strabo, VII, frg. 11: Θ ῲ       α  α  

 π   υ π , ... (X, 3, 17): α  α  υ π  α  π α α  
  πα α   Θ α α α  , ῥ   υ  α ·  

 

      According to Hesiod, Aspis, 205-206, ‘Pierides’Νserves as epithet of the 
Muses: α  ᾿   ῥ α  ,  π ῃ  υῖα . They 
were born in Pieria as the daughters of Zeus (Hesiod, Theogony, 50-62) and 
according to Homer, Iliad B 595, they found the Thracian singer and musician 
Θ υ  ‘Thamyris’Ν inΝ theΝkingdomΝofΝPylos and stopped him singing and 
playing the cither. The spelling of ῥ α (Homer, Attic-Ionic, etc.), ῖ α 
(Aeolic), ῲ α (Doric, Alkman, passim), shows that we are probably dealing 
with a seeming diphthong - ῥ- (probably representing a long close [ō] in 
Homer and Attic-Ionic), a real diphthong - ῖ- in Lesbian and a long open -ῲ- 
in Doric. Aristophanes, Lysistrata, 1296-1300, relentlessly mocks at the 
Laconian pronunciation, that sounded funny in the ears of the Athenian public. 
With some comic exaggeration he lets a Laconian recite: Tα  α ’ 

α ὃ  πῲα, Mῲ   α α π π ὃ   α ὃ  α  ὃ  
α  α  α · ( π ῥ α, M ῥ α, ῖ  υ α, , α  

) ‘ωome,ΝδaconianΝεuse,ΝafterΝhavingΝleftΝ lovelyΝTaygetos,ΝpraisingΝ
for us the splendid god of Amyclae (Apollo) and bronze-domedΝAthana’έΝ 
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     P. Chantraine, DELG, 716, s.v. ῥ α, rejects most etymologies discussed 
by him. The least sceptical he is about the etymology proposed by Ehrlich: 
“Ehrlich,ΝKZ 41, 1947, 287, part de ῥ ἥα,Ν ceΝ quiΝ luiΝ permetΝ d’évoquer 

, α , lesquels pourraient être rattachés à la racine *men-, cf. s.v. 
α , mais non à skr. mánthati ‘agiter,Νtroubler’; cette analyse est peut-

être possible. Dans une toute autre direction, on a voulu voir dans la Muse, 
*montya uneΝ‘nympheΝdeΝlaΝmontagne’,ΝcfέΝlatέΝἕōἘἝ (Wackernagel, KZ 33, 
1κλη,Ν ηι1Ν sqέ)μΝ cetteΝ hypothèseΝ quiΝ sémantiquementΝ n’estΝ pasΝ absurdeΝ seΝ
heurte à la difficulté que la famille de lat. ἕōἘἝ n’estΝpasΝreprésentéeΝenΝgrecνΝ
cf. sur ce mot Ernout-εeilletέ”ΝEhrlich’sΝἙndo-European etymology, based on 
ῥ ἥα, can not be excluded on phonetic grounds, since the dialectal 
variation of ῥ α (Homer, Attic-Ionic, etc.), ῖ α (Aeolic), ῲ α (Doric), 
shows that the seeming diphthong - ῥ- (probably representing a long close [ō] 
in Homer and Attic-Ionic) and the long open -ῲ- in Doric, are probably caused 
by compensatory lengthening of vowel as a result of loss of following - -, 
whereas the - - changed into -y- before - - in Lesbian, cf. West-Greek ἄ  
(3rd person plural), Arcadian ἄ , Att.-Ion. ἄ υ , Lesbian ἄ ; ῥἄ -
ἥ  (part. fem.) > Arc. ἄ α, Lac. ἄ α, Att.-Ion. ἄ υ α, Lesbian ἄ α. 
However, semantically a relation between ῥ α, ῖ α, ῲ α and α  
seemsΝlessΝ likely,ΝwhichΝmayΝwellΝexplainΝωhantraine’sΝhesitationΝtoΝacceptΝ
theΝetymologyΝ(“peut-êtreΝpossible”)έ 
 

     If etymologies based on Indo-European roots are so unsatisfactory, the 
problem might be solved by derivation from a non-Indo-European source. 
Hurrian mἡᾷ, ἕἡᾷἉ-, -ἕἡᾷἉ, ‘august,Νsublime,Νrighteous,Νpure’ΝisΝepithetΝofΝ
divinities, especially ἍbἉt, but also applied to road and river. It is an element 
in theophorous personal names. P.M. Purves, NPN, 235, s.v. mἡᾷμΝ“ἘurrianέΝ
Cf. mu-úᾷ, Mari 6: 11, 15, 19, and mu-ᾷἡ-un-na, KUB XXVII 46 IV 24, 
translatedΝ‘auguste,Νsublime’ΝbyΝἔέΝThureau-Dangin in RA XXXVI (1939), 22f. 
Adjectival and substantival roles are evident for ἕἡᾷἉ. More common in 
Hurrian texts are occurrences of ἕἡᾷ(ἡ)Ἐἑ, formed on ἕἡᾷ and identical 
with the personal name element ἕἡᾷἘἑέ” The substantivated forms ἕἡᾷἘἑ 
with the suffix of the singular definite article -ni, and ἕἡᾷἘἉ with the suffix 
of the plural definite article -na, both occur at BoǧazköyΝasΝmu-u-uᾷ-ni/na, 
KUB XXXII 19 IV 43, 44. The Mycenaeans may have adopted the plural 
form ἕἡᾷἘἉ (wr. mu-u-uᾷ-na),Ν‘theΝaugustΝones’,ΝphonologicallyΝήmosna/, 
into the Greek vernacular from Minoan Crete, but they may well have 
adapted the form to *monsa through metathesis, yielding the form which later 
developed into ῥ α, ῖ α and ῲ α, repectively.  
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     SemanticallyΝ ‘theΝ augustΝ ones’,Ν ‘theΝ pureΝ ones’Ν seemsΝ muchΝ moreΝ inΝ
accordance with the identity of the Greek divine Muses than the notion 
attached to α . The Hurrian form ἕἡᾷἘἉ was probably not recognized 
as a plural form by most Mycenaean Greeks who were not familiar with the 
Hurrian language. Since the form with metathesis *monsa < ἕἡᾷἘἉ was 
probably by most Greeks associated with their singular feminine forms in -α, 
they adapted the form to the Greek plural feminine case-ending -α , thus 
completely hellenizing the adopted form. As a matter of fact the plurals 

ῥ α , ῖ α  and ῲ α  are more common in later Greek than the singulars. 
 

     E. Laroche, GLH, 173, s.v. mἡᾷ(ἡ) ‘juste’μΝ “ἙlΝ fautΝ noterΝ maintenantΝ
l’équationΝdeΝRSΝβ1έθβΝRoΝιΝ(Ugar. V 238): sum. [D]U = akk. qe-en-nu = h. 
mu-u[ᾷ-x]. S’il s’agitΝ bienΝ d’uneΝ graphieΝ pourΝ akkέΝ kênu, kînu ‘ferme,Ν
juste’, on obtient un sens applicable partout; le nom Ibri-ἕἡᾷἉ, par 
exemple,ΝséraitΝ laΝrépliqueΝhourriteΝdeΝl’akkadienΝᾶἉἜἜἡ-kînu. Cf. aussi 
oug. ἕἡ  ο kîἘἡέ”Ν TheΝ pluralΝ ‘nominative’Νmu-ᾷἡ-un-na ᾷiye-[na]Ν ‘pureΝ
rivers,Νwaters’,ΝKUBΝXXVἙἙΝ 4θΝ+Ν ἙVΝ β4,Νwith the suffix -na of the plural 
definite article, isΝattestedΝatΝBoǧazköy (ᾷiye = river, water, cf. E. Laroche, 
GLH, 173 and 230-231). Since the Muses are divine, Hurrian forms with the 
divine determinative deserve attention. E. Laroche, GLH, 173: dεἡᾷἡἘἑ, forme 
de ἍbἉt. d Ἱ-bat-mu-ἡᾷ-ni, KUB V 27 I 17; XXVII 1 II 37 = 3 III 19; KBo 
XI 28 V 25, etc. - d Ἱ-bat-mu-ᾷἡ-(un)-ni, KUB XII 12 V 33; XXVII 22 I 19; 
XXXII 52, 3, etc. - dMu-ᾷἡ-ni, VBoT 16 Ro 13. Erg. d Ἱ-bat-dmu-ᾷἡ-un-ni-ἑᾷ, 
KUB XXIX 8 III 32. Dat. dMu-ᾷἡ-u-ni-pa, KBo XX 129 + III 23. – 
Onomastique: Nuzi, NPN,ΝβγθνΝAlala ΝχἜἉἕἕἡᾷἡἘἑ; Hatti: fεἡᾷἡ- ἍpἉ, NH 
No 825. – Nom divin dEbri-ἕἡᾷἉ, v. ewri. To these names may be added Mu-
zu-um-a-dal and fA-we-Ἅᾷ-mu-zi from Chagar Bazar, analogous to Nuzi fχἣἍᾷ-
ἕἡᾷἍ, in Iraq VII, 40 and 36. At Nuzi occur εἡᾷ-Ἁpἡ, εἡᾷ-tἍᾷἡp, εἡᾷ-tἍḭἉ, 
εἡᾷ-tἍ, εἡᾷ-tilla, fεἡᾷἉ-teni, fεἡᾷἉ-til, Aki-ἕἡᾷἉ, EἘἘἉ-ἕἡᾷἉ, EἘ-ἕἡᾷἉ, 
MἡᾷἉ-l-enni, Ir-ἕἡᾷἉ, TἉἘἘἑ-ἕἡᾷἉ, ϊἉἘἘἑ-ἕἡᾷἉ, WἉἘtἑ-ἕἡᾷἉ, WἉἘἌἑ-ἕἡᾷἉ, 
Wadi-ἕἡᾷἉ, χἜἑ-ἕἡᾷἍ, fχἣἍᾷ-ἕἡᾷἉ, fχἣἑᾷ-ἕἡᾷἉ, fMusu-p-ᾷἉḭἉ, fMusu-p-ᾷἉḭἡ, 
εἡᾷ-ᾷἍἘ(Ἐ)ἑ, εἡᾷἡᾷ-ᾷἍἘἘἑ, εἡᾷἡᾷ-ᾷἍ (-ᾷἍ is hypocoristic of -ᾷἍἘ(Ἐ)ἑ), the 
hypocoristics εἡᾷἍ-ia and εἡᾷἡ-ia, and with the suffix of the definite article 
-ni, Akam-ἕἡᾷἘἑ, ᾶἉtἉἕ-ἕἡᾷἘἑ, ᾶἍ ἜἉ(ἕ)-ἕἡᾷἘἑ, TἑᾷἉ(ἕ)-ἕἡᾷἘἑ, Warim-
ἕἡᾷἘἑ, cf. P.M. Purves, NPN, 235-236, with all variant writings. 
 

      According to Homer, Iliad E 225-226, the goddess Hera jumped down 
from mount Olympos to lovely Pieria and Emathia:  ᾿ ΐ α α π  ῤ  

π ,  ᾿ π α α  α  α .  
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      ἙsΝἘera’sΝinterestΝinΝPieria,ΝdomainΝofΝtheΝεuses, accidental or did the epic 
tradition preserve her relation with d Ἱ-bat-mu-ἡᾷ-ni ? Anyway, reversing 
Ἐomer’sΝstatement,ΝitΝisΝnotΝaΝbigΝstepΝeitherΝtoΝmoveΝfromΝtheΝPierianΝεusesΝ
up to the Olympian gods. Herodotus (V, 7) tells that the only gods worshipped 
by the Thracians were Ares, Dionysus and Artemis:   α  (  
Θ ) υ  , α α  υ  α  . The problem with 
such statements is how they should be interpreted. Since most peoples or tribes 
were used to waging war in antiquity, there is virtually none that did not 
worship some martial god. Did the Thracians have their own war god whom 
the Greeks could identify with their god Ares or did the Thracians have a 
theonymΝbuiltΝonΝtheΝsameΝrootΝasΝthatΝofΝtheΝἕreekΝgod’sΝnameΝἍΝΝD. Detschew, 
Die thrakische Sprachreste, 24, s.v. , μΝ “ϊaΝ aberΝ dieΝ ThrakerΝ imΝ
Gegensatz zu den Griechen sich den Ares als reitenden Gott vorstellten, konnte 
er leicht mit dem Heros identifiziert werden, insofern die Widmungen an den 
letzteren in Thessalien und Boiotien mit Reiterreliefs verbunden zu sein pflegten. 
So erklärt sich, dass Widmungen an Ares in Thrakien selten sind, während die 
VerehrungΝdesΝReiterherosΝinΝeinerΝgrossenΝZahlΝϊenkmälerΝbezeugtΝistέˮ 
 

     Ares’sΝnameΝoccursΝinΝvariousΝformsΝinΝtheΝεycenaeanΝtextsέΝTheΝepicΝflectionΝ
of this non-Greek theonym is rather complicated, because it is built on three 
different roots: -, - / h- and -,Ν allΝ derivedΝ fromΝ ‘Pre-ἕreek’Ν
*χἜē-. To date no trace has been found of - in the Mycenaean texts (cf. C.J. 
Ruijgh, EGM, § 67). At Knossos we find a-re = ῃ, dative of , (KN 
Fp(1) 14+27+28+fr.2; Mc 462+5792+5808+5816+8450+fr.B), derived from 
the root -.  At Knossos the personal name ]a-re-jo (KN Vc(1) 208) occurs, 
probably ῖ  ‘theΝ martialΝ man’,Ν alsoΝ derivedΝ fromΝ theΝ rootΝ -. The 
doublet form a-re-i-jo occurring at Knossos and Pylos (KN Le 641+fr.1; PY 
An 656.6), probably , however, is derived from the root - / h-. 
Likewise, on some Theban jars the compound personal name a-re-me-ne is 
attested (TH Z 852; al.), probably ῃ , besides a-re-ị-me-ne (TH Z 849), 
probably , derived from - and - / h-, respectively. The 
personal name pa-na-re-jo (nominative KN As 1516,15; KN U 4478,5,19; 
KN V 1004; al.; dative PY Fn 867,2), may be explained as α α ῖ , 
comparable with α α α  (cf. α α α α).  The combination e-ma-a2  
a-re-ja (PY Tn v. 7) can be interpreted as singular dative ᾁ  ‘forΝ

 ’,Ν‘forΝἘermesΝtheΝεartial’Ν(ἘermesΝasΝprotectorΝonΝtheΝroadsΝandΝ
in war).  may be considered a substantivated adjective placed in apposition 
to  (cf. C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 229).  
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      M. Lejeune, Mémoires de philologie mycénienne, 210, n. 20, regards a-re-ja, 
however,Ν asΝ aΝ feminineΝ theonymμΝ uneΝ déesseΝ…dansΝ uneΝmêmeΝ offrandeΝ (àΝ
laquelle Hermès imprime un caractère dominant masculin). Interpretation of 

 asΝ‘theΝεartial’ΝisΝinΝfactΝcorroboratedΝbyΝanΝArcadianΝinscription (Del. 
665 C):  α  α,     etc., showing that the special 
domain of Ares is shared by Zeus and Athena the Martial (cf. C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, 
§ 229, n. 154). 
 

      The name of Dionysus is attested twice at Pylos in the genitive form di-
wo-nu-so-jo (PY Xa 102) and di-wo-nu-so[ (PY Xa 1419.1), probably both to 
be interpreted as . Since tablet PY Xa 102 is now joined with PY 
Ea 107, the new text offers the combination di-wo-nu-so-jo, e-ka-ra = 

  οΝ‘altarΝofΝϊionysosΝforΝburntΝofferings’έ A Linear B text 
from Khania: 1. di-wi-jo-de di-ἣἍ…2. di-wo-nu-ἝἙ…, yo  ῖ 

ῳ, pointsΝtoΝ‘aΝsanctuaryΝofΝZeusΝ( ἥἙ  ῦ directive suffix - , cf. di-
u-jo, PY Tn 316 v. 8) for Zeus (dative ῖ, cf. di-we, PY Tn 316 v. 9, al.) 
and Dionysos, showing that the two deities shared a cult and a sanctuary.  
 

      The theonym Dionysos was explained by P. Kretschmer as Thracian 
* -  ‘sonΝofΝZeus’, *  ‘son’,Ν theΝmasculineΝequivalentΝ toΝ , 
synonym of φ . TheΝmeaningΝ‘sonΝofΝZeus’ΝseemsΝveryΝplausibleΝandΝmayΝ
be confirmed by the Linear B text di-wo, i-je-ἣἍ ο  ἥ  (PY Tn 316 v. 
1ί)Ν‘forΝtheΝsonΝofΝZeus’έΝ It is quite obvious that the etymology υ  (cf. 

 ‘toΝstab’,Ν‘toΝpierce’),ΝcoinedΝbyΝtheΝEtymologicum Magnum 277.35, is 
to be considered a popular etymology (cf. P. Kretschmer, Einleitung in die 
Geschichte der griechischen Sprache, Göttingen 1896, 242-243; cf. D. 
Detschew, Die thrakischen Sprachreste, 141).  
 

      M.P. Nilsson, The Minoan-Mycenaean religion and its survival in Greek 
religion, Lund 1950, 567-568, tells that Kretschmer, Aus der Anomia, 1890, 
1ι,ΝalsoΝproposedΝtheΝetymologyΝofΝ theΝnameΝofΝϊionysos’sΝmotherΝ  
‘Semelè’ asΝ ‘(εother)Ν earth’Ν onΝ theΝ basisΝ ofΝ RussianΝ zemlya ‘earth’έΝ P. 
Chantraine, DELG, 996: : dor. - , fille de Cadmos, mère de Dionysos 
qu’elleΝaΝeueΝdeΝZeusέΝτnΝrapprocheΝlaΝformuleΝduΝnéo-phrygien   

 ‘auxΝdieuxΝduΝcielΝetΝde laΝterre’ΝetΝonΝadmetΝqu’ilΝs’agitΝd’uneΝdéesseΝthraco-
phrygienne de la terre; cf. A. Heubeck, Praegraeca 77; O. Haas, Ling. Balk. 
10, 1966, 92-93. 
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      AboutΝKretschmer’sΝexplanationΝofΝtheΝtheonymΝϊionysosΝasΝ‘Thracian’Ν
M.P. Nilsson (ibidem) is moreΝ scepticalμΝ “ProfessorΝ Kretschmer,Ν toΝ whomΝ
these important discoveries are due, presents them as evidence for the 
Thracian origin of Dionysos; but the inscriptions from which he draws his 
material are Phrygian, and this distinction is not to be lightly passed over. The 
Phrygians were a Thracian tribe, but they immigrated early, about 1200 B.C., 
to Asia Minor, where they overthrew the Hittite Empire. In the centuries after 
the migration the Phrygians and the Thracians had very different fates. The 
latter persisted in their savagery, the former were subjected to the influence of 
the old civilization and religions of Asia Minor. These they took over. The 
cult of the Magna Mater, for example, is often called Phrygian, but is of course 
native to Asia Minor. The question raised by the provenance of the 
inscriptions, whether the child Dionysos is really Phrygian and not Thracian, 
is therefore of more far-reaching importance than appears from a first glance. 
Phrygia was, at that early time, when the cult of Dionysos was imported, a 
highlyΝcivilizedΝcountry,ΝfromΝwhichΝtheΝἕreeksΝreceivedΝmanyΝimpulsesέ” 
 

      Since according to ancient sources the Φ  ‘Phrygians’ moved from 
Europe into Asia Minor after the Trojan War (they were called ψ  
‘Briges’,ΝwhileΝ theyΝstillΝ livedΝinΝEurope,ΝcfέΝStrabo,ΝGeogr.VII, 3, 2), their 
migration probably took place at the same time as the southward migration of 
the Dorians from areas in north-western Greece, according to Thucydides (I, 
1β,Νγ)ΝinΝtheΝeightiethΝyearΝafterΝtheΝTrojanΝWarΝ(cfέΝPέἕέΝvanΝSoesbergen,Ν‘TheΝ
ωomingΝofΝtheΝϊorians’,ΝKadmos XX.1, 1981, 38-51). Whatever caused these 
migrations, it is very likely that the causes were correlated.  
 

      TheΝnameΝ‘Dionysos’ΝisΝattestedΝeverywhereΝinΝtheΝεycenaeanΝworld,ΝnowΝ
also at Khania. The adoption of the deity and his cult into Greek religion had 
already taken place before the migration of the Phrygians into Asia Minor. 
The suggestion of later Greek authors that the Greeks adopted the cult of 
Dionysos from the Thracians or Phrygians is probably based on an erroneous 
reconstruction. The Mycenaean Greeks could have adopted the cult either 
directly from Minoan Crete or from Asia Minor, but in the latter case from the 
civilizationsΝprecedingΝtheΝarrivalΝofΝtheΝPhrygiansέΝKretschmer’sΝetymologyΝ
of the element -ἘūἝ- ‘son’ΝcanΝbeΝaccepted,ΝbutΝhisΝargumentsΝforΝaΝThracianΝ
origin are no longer valid. A designation of Pre-Greek is more appropriate for 
the element -ἘūἝ-. Ἑ- can be a Greek translation of a Pre-Greek theonym. 
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      In his search for the child Dionysos in the Phrygian religion M.P. Nilsson 
(The Minoan-Mycenaean religion and its survival in Greek religion, 568) 
found a Phrygian god Sabazios, commonly identified with Dionysos, but he 
concluded that the Phrygian inscriptions call him Zeus Sabazios. His 
mysteries, which came to Greece in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C., comprised 
purifications and other ceremonies, and the snake took a prominent place in 
them. Two inscriptions from the Maeonian district with a mixed Lydo-
Phrygian population, are dedicated to Mètèr Hipta and Zeus Sabazios. 
Denkschr. d. Akad., Wien, LIV, 1911, No. II, 96, No. 188: ε  π , α  

 α[ α ῳ; (on a round altar from Gjölde near Kula) Denkschr., l.c., 85, 
No. 169: ε [ ]  ε  ε  π  . According to M.P. Nilsson, 
ibidem, 568, n. 22, P. Kretschmer (Glotta XV, 1926, 76 f.) connects the name 
Hipta with the element -hepa of some Mitannian feminine names, which he 
derived from a goddess Hepa, and thinks that this deity appears in the 
BoǧazköyΝtextsΝunderΝtheΝnameΝofΝHebe or Hepit. In Hymn. Orph., 49, 1-4, 
Hipta is called the nurse of Bacchos and   (voc.). Proklos, in 
Timaeum, II, 124 C, relates that Hipta carried the child Dionysos on her head 
in a liknon, surrounded by a snake, cf. M.P. Nilsson, ibidem, 569 and n. 23. 
 

      The vocative   is a literal translation of the name Semelè (cf. 
Russian zemlya ‘earth’)ΝintoΝἕreekέ If Hipta is indeed to be equated with the 
Hurrian goddess ἍbἉt, spouse of TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb, Zeus Sabazios can be associated 
with TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb or a later form of that god. Their son is ᾶἉἜἜἡ(ἕ)ἕἉ. E. Laroche, 
GLH, 218, s.v. ᾶἉἜἜἡ(ἕ)ἕἉμΝϊieuΝd’origineΝhittite,ΝformantΝtriadeΝavecΝTἍᾷἡb 
et ἍbἉt au Kizuwatna, importé en Syrie au 14ème siècle; Sarrumma a survécu 
en Asie Mineure sous les formes Sarma et -zarma; cf. Laroche, Syria 40, 277 
sqq. – ᾶἉἜἜἡἕἕἉ ο LUGAL-ma ‘veauΝήΝgarçonΝdeΝTἍᾷἡb. ῠ  is the ancient 
name of Delphi. At Delphi Dionysos is associated with the chthonic  
‘the snakeΝPython’,Ν killedΝbyΝApolloέΝAncientΝ etymologiesΝ ofΝ theΝ toponymΝ
were already rejected by Strabo IX, 419; cf. P. Chantraine, DELG, 953, s.v. 

ῠ : toponyme sans étymologie.  
 

      Interesting are the socalled snaketubes found in Minoan peak sanctuaries, 
e.g. at Koumasa (M.P. Nilsson, The Minoan-Mycenaean Religion, 103, fig. 
28) and Kato Symi Viannou, which no doubt played a part in the cult of the 
gods revered. Hermes and Aphrodite are the gods who were later worshipped 
at Kato Symi Viannou, but although there seems to have been a remarkable 
and rare continuity of a cult in the sanctuary, the character of the deities 
worshipped at the site may have changed in the course of time.  
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      We have seen that e.g. Hermes appears to have been a Martial god in 
Mycenaean times. A martial aspect has at least been one of his features. M.P. 
Nilsson, o.c., 515-η1θμΝ“ἙtΝisΝveryΝlikelyΝthatΝἘermesΝhasΝappropriatedΝsomeΝ
Minoan-Mycenaean elements, but he was, more than Artemis, an essentially 
ἕreekΝgodέ”Ν 
 

      TheΝquestionΝ“WhatΝ isΝessentiallyΝἕreekΝaboutΝἘermesΝἍ”ΝisΝdifficultΝ toΝ
answer. He is certainly a god with many human aspects and features, but is 
that proof of his Greekness ?  Is the Cave on Mount Kυ  in southern 
Arkadia, where he was born, proof of his Greekness ?  At the time of M.P. 
Nilsson many scholars still believed that the etymology of his name was Greek. 
Important is that his name is attested in the Mycenaean documents. At Knossos 
occurs e-mi-ja-ta (KN V 831,1), probably , ethnic in - , used as 
a personal name. It is derived from a toponym *  (cf. the adjective 

Ἑ , derived from the hydronym Ἑ . C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 167, n. 482: 
“ἙlΝestΝpossibleΝqu’àΝceΝnomΝpréhelléniqueΝseΝrattacheΝleΝthéonymeΝ  ξ 

 (e-ma-a2 PY Tn 316 r 7: dat.), dont la finale est visiblement non 
grecque; noter que le thème Ἑ- survit dans les anthroponymes composés 
du type Ἑ  et du type E Ἑ  (Bechtel, H.P., p. 164-1θθ)έ” 
 

      The hypothesis that the theonym  ξ  < *  may be 
derived from Hurrian Ermi-, variant of Erwi-/Ewri ‘δord,Ν King’,Ν isΝ corro-
borated by the fact that ewri/erwi could not only refer to a king of flesh and 
blood, but also to a deity as is confirmed by the divine names dEb-ri-ἕἡᾷἉ, 
KUB XXV 50 II 11 sq.; KBo XXIII 25, 2, 5; and perhaps also dIr-bi-ti-ig(a), 
provided with the divine determinative (cf. E. Laroche, GLH, 85-87, s.v. ewri 
‘seigneur,Νroi’)έΝδinearΝAΝ]|i-mi-sa-ra (HT 27a.3), e.g. Irmi-ᾷἉἜἜἉ ‘TheΝδordΝ
isΝKing’,Ν isΝvirtuallyΝ equivalentΝ toΝ theΝἘurrianΝpersonalΝnameΝErwi-ᾷἉἜἜἑ at 
Nuzi, with 29 persons bearing that name, cf. I.J. Gelb, NPN, 48; P.M. Purves, 
NPN, 211. Compare also the compounds of d ἹbἉt and dεἡᾷ(ἡ)Ἐἑ with the 
divine determinative, mentioned by E. Laroche, GLH, 173: dεἡᾷἡἘἑ, forme de 

ἍbἉt. d Ἱ-bat-mu-ἡᾷ-ni, KUB V 27 I 17; XXVII 1 II 37 = 3 III 19; KBo XI 
28 V 25, etc. - d Ἱ-bat-mu-ᾷἡ-(un)-ni, KUB XII 12 V 33; XXVII 22 I 19; 
XXXII 52, 3, etc. - dMu-ᾷἡ-ni, VBoT 16 Ro 13. Erg. d Ἱ-bat-dmu-ᾷἡ-un-ni-ἑᾷ, 
KUB XXIX 8 III 32. Dat. dMu-ᾷἡ-u-ni-pa, KBo XX 129 + III 23. The title 
dEwri, if used as a divine name, could refer to a limited number of prominent 
gods, just as the epithet Allani could refer to d ἹbἉt or dᾶἉ-ἡᾷ-ka (IᾷtἉἜ).  
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      The number and variety of aspects and functions ascribed to Hermes 
surprised M.P. Nilsson, but the phenomenon may well be explained from the 
character of the divine name dEwri ‘δord’ΝthatΝcouldΝinΝprincipleΝbeΝepithetΝofΝ
any male deity. Tasks that would have been inappropriate for some specific 
gods could be attributed to him. At Kato Symi Viannou he could be Hermes 
Dendrites. His  (Latin caduceus) with two snakes may remind of the 
snakes seen on either side of the snaketubes found at the Minoan site of the 
sanctuary. He has features of a shepherd god, but could also be φ  
‘killerΝofΝArgos’, υ π π  ‘companionΝofΝsouls’ΝtoΝtheΝunderworld, god of 
commerce and thiefs and help gods, heroes and mortals at many occasions. 
 

      Which deities exactly were worshipped in Minoan times at different sites 
is as yet not known. TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb and his spouse ἍbἉt were mountain gods, and 
ᾶἉἜἜἡἕἕἉ as well. TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb and Eni attanni ‘ἕodΝtheΝἔather’ΝmayΝprobablyΝ
be equated as is suggested by the parallels of *ϊἥēἡ-Ἕ pǝ2tἍἜ ρ Z  π , 
Sanskrit Ἄἥāἡ  pἑtā, Latin Dies-piter (Latin Iuppiter corresponds with the 
vocative Z ῥ π ). Eni attanni appears at the top of lists of Hurrian divinities 
at Ugarit. In these lists TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb is mentioned as well, but even if Eni attanni 
and TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb are essentially the same, mentioning both may be due to a desire 
of the pious faithful not to forget any deity or divine power whose wrath may 
be expected, if he or she is denied. If there was any doubt which deity was the 
best to address, one could better keep on the safe side and address Eni attanni 
or Ewri, if the god was male, or Allani, if a female deity was involved. 
 

      V. Haas, Hethitische Berggötter und hurritische Steindämonen, Riten, 
Kulte und Mythen, Mainz 1982, 10, Abb.1, shows in the middle of the picture: 
“TeššubΝundΝἘebat,ΝdieΝbeidenΝoberstenΝἕottheitenΝdesΝhethitischeΝPantheons,Ν
nebst ihrem Gefolge; idealisierte Wiedergabe des Felsenreliefs von YazılıkayaΝ
(s. S. 52), nach Charles Texier, ϊἍἝcἜἑptἑἙἘ ἌἍ ἔ’χἝἑἍ εἑἘἍἡἜἍ I,ΝParisΝ1κγλ)”έ 
He writes ibidem,Ν γίμΝ “ϊieΝ berühmteste,Ν überΝ dreiΝ JahrtausendeΝ hindurchΝ
verehrte Göttin in Nordsyrien ist Hebat; sie ist bereits in dem frühesten 
Schrifttum Syriens, den Texten aus Ebla, des nahe bei Aleppo gelegenen 
Stadtstaats vom Ende des dritten Jahrtausends, in den Namensformen Heba, 
Hapatu und Kapatu, erwähnt. Sie ist die Urahnin der späteren ε  ππα 

und findet sich noch auf lykischen Inschriften als bἉ-ẽἘἑ ‘εutter-Hepa’. Der 
Name wurde auch über die semitische Form ἉἣἣἉt mit der biblischen Eva 
zusammengestelltέΝ…έΝWieΝwirΝspäterΝnochΝsehenΝwerden,Νbildet sie mit dem 
kilikischen Berggott und Stier ᾶἉἜἜἡἕἉ einΝengesΝPaar”έ 
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      V. Haas reads ππα; Kretschmer and Nilsson π α; the Lycian inscription 
bἉ-ẽἘἑ isΝ translatedΝasΝ ‘ ἍbἉt (is)Νmother’,Ν sinceΝδycianΝẽἘẽ ο ἉἘἘἉἘ (cf. 

Ph.H.J. Houwink ten Cate, The Luwian population groups of Lycia and 
Cilicia Aspera during the Hellenistic period, Leiden 1965, 172). Hittite anna- 
and Luwian anni- = ‘mother’Ν (cfέΝ eέgέΝ EέΝ δaroche,ΝNH, 337; J. Friedrich, 
Hethitisches Wörterbuch, Heidelberg 1952-1954, 21). Lycian ẽἘẽ should not 
be confused with Hurrian eni ‘god’ΝandΝenni ‘theΝgod’έ  
 

      TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb, ἍbἉt and ᾶἉἜἜἡ(ἕ)ἕἉ were not the only mountain deities. 
Haas, ibidem, 30-γ1,Ν continuesμΝ “AlsΝdieΝἘethiterΝ inΝder Mitte des zweiten 
Jahrtausends unter ihrem erfolgreichen König Ἁttἡᾷἑἔἑᾷ I erstmals Raubzüge 
nach Nordsyrien unternahmen, erbeuteten sie in Ἁᾷᾷἡ(wa) am oberen 
τrontesΝunweitΝ vonΝAleppoΝdieΝ folgendenΝἕötterstatuenμΝ “Wettergott,ΝἘerrΝ
von Armaruk; Wettergott, Herr von ἉἔἉp (Aleppo); Allatum, Adalur, Liluri, 
zwei silberne Rinder, drei Statuen aus Silber und Gold, zwei ἉἕἜἑ-(Kult-)-
Häuser. Die Tochter der Allatum, [ ἍbἉt, drei] Statuen aus Silber, zwei 
Statuen aus Goldέ”Ν(KBo X 1 Vs. 37-46.) …έΝ“ϊieΝebenfallsΝgeraubteΝStatueΝ
der Allatum, deren hurritischer Name allai dieΝ ‘Ἐerrin’ bedeutet, stellt eine 
Erdgöttin dar. Ein lokaler Berggott ist Adalur, dessen Name das hurritische 
Wort adali ‘stark’Νenthältέ Ausführlich werden uns noch die beiden göttlichen 
silbernen Rinder, die Göttin Liluri sowie ἍbἉt beschäftigenέ” 
 

      We may have encountered Allatum in Linear A a-||ra-tu (ZA 7a.1-2) at 
Kato Zakro, but due to the fact that the signs transliterated with r- in Linear A 
and B can be read as l- or r-, Linear A a-||ra-tu might also be equivalent to the 
Hurrian personal name Arattu from Nuzi (wr. A-ra-at-tu(m)), father of Ta-i-
qa, HSS V 13:14 , cf. I.J. Gelb, NPN, 24, and P.M. Purves, NPN, 204, and see 
the discussion in chapter 10.   
 

      The Hurrian mountain goddess Liluri is very likely represented by Linear 
A ra2-ro-re (ZA 10b.5), with palatalized l (>ly) in the first syllable, = Lyaluri 
= /Lyalore/ or Lialuri = /Lialore/ (with Hurrian [o] and [e]). Linear A and B 
ra2 = ria/rya or lia/lya, see the discussion in chapter 10. The Hurrian mountain 
god Adalur might be represented in Linear A as a-da-ro (AK 5.2) at Arkhanes. 
On a silver hairpin from the Mavro Spelio cemetery at Knossos we find a-da-
ra (KN Zf 31), which may be a variant of this theonym. 
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      However, another explanation of Linear A a-da-ra (KN Zf 31) is probably 
more feasible, since it may well be equivalent to the Hurrian personal name 
Atalla (wr. A-ta-al-la), cf. I.J. Gelb, NPN, 38. Single writing of the dental 
indicates voicing; so the phonological representation is /Adalla/. Adalla may 
well be the result of assimilation from < *Adal-ya, (with the Hurrian 
hypocoristic suffix -ya), hypocoristic of e.g. Atal-tἍᾷἡp (/Adal-tἍᾷἡb/), also 
attested at Nuzi (wr. A-tal-te-ᾷἡp, A-ta-al-te-Ἅᾷ[ᾷἡp], A-da-al-te-ᾷἡp, A-da-al-
te-ᾷἡ-up, cf. I.J. Gelb, NPN, 38. See also the discussion in chapter 10. 
 

      I should like to put forward a hypothesis with regard to the origin of the 
name Hera which occurs both as a toponym e-ra at Knossos (KN Da 1333.A; 
al.), , and as a theonym e-ra at Pylos (PY Tn 316.9), p , dative of . 
At Knossos occurs the ethnic e-ra-jo (KN Fh 1059; V(3) 431.1), αῖ , 
derived from the toponym ; the feminine form is e-ra-ja (KN Ap 639.5; 
Lc(1) 528.B; al.), cf. C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 195. As regards the usage of the 
name Hera both as a theonym and as a toponym one may compare the names 
of Athena and Lato. C.J. Ruijgh, EGM, § 151: “ra-ti-jo (KN E 668,2; X 7754): 
ethn., pr. , dérivé de ra-to (KN Da 1191 al.). Il est probable que ce 
toponyme avait la forme de ó , qui doit être rapprochée du théonyme  
( > ion. ). Il est vrai que plus tard on trouve le toponyme crétois  

(SGDI 5075) ou  (Étienne de Byzance), mais à partir de , on 
attendrait comme dérivé ó , non . Après tout, il se peut que  
repose sur la contamination de  avec ó , dont le locatif Ἑῖ et la 
forme ó  sont encore attestés (SGDI 5149,6 al.; 5171,25). La forme 

 présente le  restauré.” In fact e-ra (PY Tn 316, 9), p , dative of 
, occurs immediately after di-we (PY Tn 316, 9), ῖ, dative of Z .  

What is more interesting, elsewhere on the same tablet we find the theonym 
di-u-ja in the dative form (PY Tn 316, 6), ἥ , whichΝcouldΝmeanΝeitherΝ‘forΝ
the wifeΝofΝZeus’ΝorΝ‘forΝtheΝdaughterΝofΝZeus’έ If the meaning of di-u-ja (PY 
Tn 316, 6), ἥ , isΝ‘spouseΝofΝZeus’,ΝtheΝclose connection between ῖ and 

p  on this tablet seems to imply that the so-called   ‘theΝsacredΝ
wedding’ between Zeus and Hera had already taken place by the time of the 
Mycenaean tablets, whereasΝ Zeus’sΝ formerΝ Indo-European wife ἥ  had 
moved into the background. On other tablets from Pylos we find di-wi-ja do-e-ro 
(PY Cn 1287, 6), ἥ   ‘maleΝservantΝofΝ ἥ  = Diwia’Ν(spouse of Zeus) 
and di-wi-ja do-e-ra (PY An 607, 5), ἥ   ‘femaleΝservantΝofΝ ἥ ’έΝ ἥ  
is genitive of ἥ .  ἥ  ‘wifeΝήΝspouseΝofΝZeus’ΝhasΝaΝshortΝ-  (cf. α  ξ 
ῥ o ἥ  ‘lioness’ΝμΝ ( )  ‘lion’)έ Mycenaean  developed into > ῥ . 
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      Instead of the theonym ἥ  (with short - )Ν ‘spouseΝofΝZeus’Ν oneΝmayΝalsoΝ
choose the patronymic form ἥ  (with long - ) for the interpretation of di-u-ja 
(PY Tn 316, 6: dat.),Ν‘daughter of Zeus’έΝ , daughter of Zeus and Hera, is 
qualified as  at Phlius and Sicyon by Strabo, Geography VIII, 6, 24: α  ’ 

 Φ ῥ  α  υῲ    α  · α ῥ  ’    (C.J. Ruijgh, 
EGM, § 108). The current etymology of the theonym  is that the name of 
the goddess is derived from the Greek word  ‘youth,Νvigour,Νpuberty’έΝἙnΝ
modernΝἕreekΝitΝstillΝhasΝtheΝmeaningΝofΝ‘puberty’Ν(cfέΝPέΝωhantraine,ΝDELG, 
404-405, s.v.  : dor. ). In Pamphylian occurs Ἑ  ‘youth’έΝωhantraineΝ
compares Greek  with forms in the Baltic languages, Lithuanian jegà and 
Latvian jega ‘strength’μΝ “BienΝ queΝ leΝ baltiqueΝ soitΝ loinΝ etΝ qu’ilΝ n’yΝ aitΝ pasΝ
d’autreΝtémoignageΝdansΝuneΝlangueΝindo-européenne, il n’estΝpasΝabsurdΝdeΝ
rapprocher, comme on le fait ordinairement, lit. jegà ‘force’,ΝletteΝjega, même 
sens. Aucun rapport avec ó έ”  
 

      Indo-European Z  asΝ‘WeatherΝἕod’ΝandΝasΝ‘ἘeadΝofΝtheΝPantheon’ΝmayΝwellΝ
be the Greek rendering of Hurrian TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb. P. Chantraine, DELG, 399, s.v. Z : 
“ZeusΝestΝleΝvieuxΝdieuΝiέ-e. du ciel, de la lumière, bien connu en skr., en grec, en 
italique, également en hittite. S’ilΝaΝfourni en latin le nom du jour ἌἑēἝ, on observe 
ce sens dans des termes grecs comme , α. Étymologie: Z  répond 
exactement au skr. Ἄἥáἡ , comme gén. ( )ó  à Ἄἑἢá , etc. Pour latin Juppiter, 
Jovis v. Ernout-Meillet s.v.; le hittite a ῥᾷἑἡᾷ, ᾷἑἡἘ(ἑ). La flexion ancienne repose 
sur un theme *dy-ēἡ-, au nom. sg. Z  etΝ anciennementΝ àΝ l’accusatif,ΝZ  de 
ῥἌἥē(ἡ)ἕ, qui se retrouve dans lat. diem, skr. véd. Ἄἥāἕ, alternant avec *diw- de 

ó έΝSurΝleΝplanΝdeΝl’étymologieΝiέ-e. il faut donc poser un thème I *dei-w- qui a 
fourniΝleΝnomΝduΝ‘dieu’,ΝlatέΝἌīἢἙἝ, skr. devá-, et avec le vocalisme zéro radical, le 
gén. grec ( )ó , skr. Ἄἑἢá ,Ν d’autreΝ partΝ unΝ thèmeΝ ἙἙμΝ *dy-eu, *dy-ēἡ- avec 
l’allongementΝdesΝmonosyllablesΝdeΝZ , Z  et des forms skr. correspondantes. 
Cette analyse permet de retrouver la racine *dei- ‘briller’ΝdeΝskrέΝἌī-de-ti, grec 

α Ἑ (v. ce mot)έ”Ν 
 

      TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb’sΝspouseΝ ἍbἉt, ἍbἍt was also called Allani ‘TheΝδady’Ν(ἘurrianΝ
allay ‘lady’,Νallani ‘theΝlady’,ΝwithΝ theΝsuffixΝofΝtheΝdefiniteΝarticleΝ -ni/-ne). 
Allani was ἍbἉt’sΝepithet,ΝbutΝsheΝwasΝalsoΝmentionedΝseparatelyΝinΝlistsΝofΝ
deities belonging to the Hurrian pantheon. The Mycenaean Greeks may have 
rendered the name Allani into a form with the same meaning  ‘mistress’,Ν 
feminine form of  ‘δord,Νmaster’έΝ  and , though originally 
Pre-Greek, had probably been adopted into the Greek vernacular before the 
Mycenaean Greeks started to use  as a theonym, equivalent to Allani. 
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     Whereas the theonym Allani could be translated, the name ἍbἉt, ἍbἍt 
could not and may have been adapted to a form similar to Greek . After 
the Mycenaean conquest of Knossos the whole island of Crete was gradually 
hellenized and the original meaning of the theonym ἍbἉt, ἍbἍt was 
completely forgotten and associated with the Greek word  ‘youth,Νvigour,Ν
puberty’έΝσoΝlongerΝwasΝitΝpossibleΝtoΝassociateΝ , as she was now called, 
withΝaΝconceptΝlikeΝ‘consort of Zeus (TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb)’,ΝbecauseΝ  ‘youth,Νpuberty’Ν
required a young goddess. So Hèbè became the daughter of Zeus and Hera. 
 

      On a tablet from Hagia Triada occurs Linear A da-qe-ra , qe-pi-ta (HT 6a.6), 
which may be explained as Hurrian *ἌἉ ἍἜἉ * ἍbἑttἉ ‘withΝaΝmanΝforΝ ἹpἹt / 

ἍbἉt’. Linear A da-qe-ra is the comitative form of tἉ Ἅ ‘man’ (wr. da-Ἁ -e, KBo 
XIX 145 IV 43; KUB XLV 60, 3), with comitative suffix -ra,ΝreferringΝtoΝaΝ‘man’Ν
taking part in ebat’s cult. I have compared this Linear A sequence with Linear B 
di-wi-ja do-e-ro (PY Cn 1287,6) on a tablet from Pylos, ἥ   ‘maleΝservantΝ
of ἥ  (consortΝofΝZeus)’ΝorΝ‘maleΝservantΝofΝ ἥ  (daughterΝofΝZeus)’,Νvide supra. 
Linear A qe-pi-ta may well be equated with the Hurrian dative form of ἹpἹt / 

ἍbἉt, consort of TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ub, (Hittite Hieroglyphic dHe-ba-tu, Yaz. No. 43). P.M. 
Purves, NPN, 215-216, writes s.v. ἍpἍtμΝ“ἘurrianΝfemaleΝdeityΝmentionedΝfrequentlyΝ
under form Ἱ-pét inΝritualsΝfromΝBoǧazköy,ΝoftenΝfollowedΝinΝtheΝHurrian passages 
by the epithet ἕἡᾷ(ἡ)Ἐἑ, q.v. under ἕἡᾷ. For position of ἍpἍt in this pantheon, where 
she seems to be the consort of TἍᾷἡp, see Götze, Kleinasien,ΝppέΝηκ,Ν1βγΝfέ,Ν1βλέΝ[…έ]  
In Ugarit wr. bt [έ…]ΝτutsideΝofΝσuziΝf ἍpἍt-ἘἉḭἉ, wr. f Ἱ-be-et-na-a-a, cf. for this 
element Um-mi-d Ἅ-bi-it, CT XXXIII 41:1, cited by Ungnad, Subartu, p. 100, and 
fMe-e-na- Ἅ-bi from Nippur, Clay, PNCP, p. 106. The form ἍpἉ, commonly taken 
as variant of ἍpἍt, is found in many personal names; cf. e.g. fKelu- ἍpἉ, fPutu- ἍpἉ, 
f Tatu- ἍpἉ,  fKἍἔἡᾷ- ἍpἉ(ᾷ) and ERUM- Ἱή Ἅ-baέΝEtcέ”Ν 
 

      In chapter 10  I have explained Linear A qe-pi-ta as the Hurrian dative form 
* ἍbἑttἉ as a result of the process of assimilation < * Ἅbἑt-wa, with the Hurrian 
singular dative suffix -wa. The comparable assimilated genitive form with the 
singular genitive suffix -wi/-we isΝattestedΝatΝBoǧazköyμΝd Ἱ-pa-at-ti, KBo XIX 129 
Ro 33, cf. E. Laroche, GLH, 100-101, s.v. ἍbἉt. E.A. Speiser, IH, 63, § 82, writes: 
“ThisΝassimilationΝofΝw- is not restricted to instances with a preceding labial. We find 
it again in d Ἱ-bat-te/i XXVII 1 ii 55, 38 iii 8 and d Ἱ-bat-te-na XXV 45.7, XXIX 8 
ii 30, alongside the unassimilated forms [d Ἱ]-bat-wii XXVII 4. 5, and with a 
following -na inΝXXVΝ44ΝiiΝβ,Ν4,ΝXXVἙἙΝ4έΝ4,ΝκΝobvέΝ1θ,ΝrevέΝ1,Ν4,Νη,Νιέ” 
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      Association of  with , already suggested by M.P. Nilsson and 
accepted by P. Chantraine, is attractive and probably correct. P. Chantraine, 
DELG, 417, s.v. μΝ “ἙlΝ neΝ s’agitΝ pasΝ d’unΝ thèmeΝ - comme on 
l’enseignaitΝsouvent,ΝpuisqueΝleΝmycénienΝ tiriseroe,ΝsiΝl’interprétationΝqu’onΝ
en donne est correcte, écarte cette analyse. Un rapport avec lat. ἝἍἜἢāἜἍ est 
malaisé. Un rapprochement avec  sérait plausible. Peut-être racine *ser- 
variante de *swer- et *wer-, cf. ἝἍἜἢāἜἍέΝτuΝempruntέ”ΝSinceΝtheΝformΝ  
ή  (vocative , so root in -ōἝ- / -ōἐ-) reminds of Pre-Greek ε  and 
T ,Ν theΝ termΝ ‘Pre-ἕreek’Ν seemsΝ alsoΝ appropriateΝ forΝ  ή . The 
Greeks may have adopted these terms in their language, before they used the 
title  as translation of Minoan / Hurrian Allani. L.R. Palmer has suggested 
that the formula π α  contains both the Pre-Greek title  ‘mistress’Ν
and the Greek translation π α. If the name of the god  <  < 
*  ‘Ἐermes’ is indeed derived from Hurrian Ermi / Erwi / Ewri ‘δord’,Ν
which is in fact the male counterpart of Allani ‘theΝδady’,ΝthereΝwasΝnoΝneedΝ
for  as equivalent to  in the Greek pantheon. 
 

      p  playedΝaΝsignificantΝpartΝasΝaΝ‘ἘorsemanΝἕod’ΝinΝtheΝThracianΝreligionΝ
according to both literary and iconographic evidence, cf. D. Detschew, Die thraki-
schen Sprachreste, 200, s.v. p , p ; G.I. Kazarov, RE, Suppl. 3, 1132 ff.; 
G.I. Kazarov, Die Denkmäler des thrakischen Reitergottes in Bulgarien, 
Dissertationes Pannonicae, ser. II, fasc. 14, Budapest 1938, passim; A. Fol - 
I. Marazov, Thrace and the Thracians, London 1977, 13, 17, 110, 138.  
 

      ἙnΝmyΝpaperΝ“Thracian”ΝonomasticaΝinΝεycenaeanΝδinearΝB,ΝAncient Bulgaria 
(Papers presented to the International Symposium on the Ancient History and 
Archaeology of Bulgaria, University of Nottingham, 1981), edited by A.G. Poulter, 
Part 1, Nottingham 1983, I expressed the view that the Greeks might have derived 
Pre-Greek  and  ή  fromΝ aΝ ‘Proto-Thracian’Ν substrateέΝ εyΝ
position has changed, because it seems most likely that ancient Indo-European 
languages such as Thracian, Dacian, Macedonian and Illyrian, of which our 
knowledge is only fragmentary, contained many substrate words and names 
of non-Indo-European predecessors, probably to the same extent as can be 
detected in Greek and Anatolian languages. Comparison of  ή  with 
Pre-Greek ε  and T  leads to the conclusion that  ή  
probably belongs to the same non-Indo-European substrate. 
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      On two tablets from Pylos a compound of  ή  occurs in the form of 
ti-ri-se-ro-e (PY Tn 316.5 and PY Fr 1204), probably T - . It may be 
interpretedΝ asΝ ‘ThreeΝ timesΝ δord’έΝT -  seems to refer to a deceased 
gentleman enjoying a burial-cult, perhaps the ancestor of a royal or at least an 
aristocratic family. According to Homer  ‘δord’ΝmayΝhaveΝbeenΝtheΝtitleΝ
of aristocrats in Mycenaean times. Later the term was used for those who 
could boast on a pedigree and who enjoyed an ancestral burial-cult. Although 
the title  did not acquire the same position in the Greek pantheon as its 
feminine counterpart , the term  was reserved for the epic heroes 
and the aristocrats in society who could prove at the Olympic, Pythian, 
Nemean or Isthmian Games that they were not only the aristoi ‘theΝbest’ΝofΝ
their polis, but also of the Greek commonwealth and fully deserved their 
aristocratic status.  
 

      ‘Pre-ἕreek’Ν π  corresponds with Germanic Burg and Pre-Greek 
α  with Germanic Berg. P. Chantraine, DELG, 958, s.v. π μΝ“δeΝ

mot fait penser évidemment à allem. Burg, got. baurgs ‘tour,Νchâteau,Νville’ΝetΝ
Kretschmer, Gl. 22, 1934, 100 sq., a supposé que le mot venait du germanique 
parΝ l’intermédiaire d’uneΝ langueΝ balkanique, p. ex. le macédonien. ω’estΝ
d’autreΝpartΝunΝdesΝraresΝtermesΝquiΝpourraientΝfournirΝquelqueΝfondement à la 
théorie pélasgique. On rapproche ainsi α , - , -α, qui répondrait à 
l’allemandΝBerg (i.-e. *bhἜ̥ gh-o-, *bhergh-), voir Heubeck, Praegraeca 63-
65 sq. avec la bibliographie, selon qui le mot serait emprunté à une langue i.-
eέΝd’AsieΝεineurμΝilΝévoqueΝhittέΝparku- ‘haut’,ΝpἉἜkἍᾷᾷἉἜ ‘hauteur’; en outre 
lesΝglosesΝd’ἘschέΝφ  · ῖ  et φ<o>  · α. Sur ce point, cf. 
aussi Pisani, Rev. intern. étym. balk. 3, 22, n. 1. Voir encore Hester, Lingua 
13, 1965,Νγθγέ”ΝTheΝδinearΝAΝsequence pu-ko (HT 31.1), possibly the Pre-
Greek toponym Pyrgos, is discussed in chapter 10. 
 

      According to M. Ventris - J. Chadwick, Documents in Mycenaean Greek, 
126, Apollo does not appear in the Mycenaean texts. However, the incomplete 
theonym may be attested at Knossos in the form ]pe-ro2-[ (KN E 842, 3). C.J. 
Ruijgh, EGM,Ν §Ν βγιμΝ “SiΝ onΝ admetΝ laΝ lectureΝ possibleΝ ]pe-ro2-ne, il serait 
tentant de lire [a-]pe-ro2-ne et de voir dans cette forme le datif du théonyme 

π ἥ  (plus tard dor. π , chypr. π ). La forme πó  peut 
résulterΝ deΝ l’assimilationΝ régressiveΝ deΝ voyellesΝ nonΝ contiguësέΝ UneΝ telleΝ
interprétation serait corroborée par te-o-ἑ  à la ligne 1. De même, me-na 
(ligne 2) peut être le datif de M  ‘δune’έΝ” 
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      ἙfΝ Ruijgh’sΝ conjectureΝ isΝ correct,Ν theΝ εycenaeanΝ formΝ π ἥ  is of 
course the oldest, preserved in Cypriot π  and Doric π . The 
assembly of Spartan citizens was called π α, probably because the citizens 
met in the assembly under the auspices or the patronage of π . A gloss 
by Hesychius tells: π α  · , α , α α . The equation with 

α  obviously refers to the Lakonian π α, but that with  ‘sheds’ 
may well indicate that π ἥ  was originally a shepherd god and perhaps 
also a hunting *π  ῲ  ‘masterΝ ofΝwildΝ animals’ as his twin sister 
Artemis represented the π α ῲ  ‘mistressΝofΝwildΝanimals’έ The twins 
were both armed with bow and arrows. It is attractive to associate the root 

π - with the word apellu ‘arrow(head)’ΝfromΝσuzi,ΝwhichΝisΝsuspected to be 
Hurrian according to V. Haas – H.-J. Thiel,Ν ‘ϊie Beschwörungsrituale der 
Allaitura ( )i undΝverwandteΝTexte’,ΝAlter Orient und Altes Testament 31 = 
Hurritologische Studien II, Kevelaer / Neukirchen-Vluyn 1978, 262. Compare 
also T. Richter, BGH, 39. M.P. Nilsson, The Minoan-Mycenaean religion, 
513-516, coined the notion *π  ῲ  on account of iconographic 
evidence, arguing that there was no need for two deities with the same 
function, so that Apollo could move on to other areas that were important for 
Greek society. But his original features were never completely wiped out. 
 

      The name of  is represented in the genitive a-te-mi-to (PY Es 650, 
5),  (with East Greek declension in  instead of ). and in the dative 
a-ti-mi-te (PY Un 219, 5),  (with e/i alternation) at Pylos. The form 
]-mi-te (KN X 7887, 1) at Knossos is likely to be completed to the dative of 
the same theonym. P. Chantraine, DELG, 117, s.v. μΝ“ÀΝlaΝdifférenceΝ
duΝnomΝd’Apollon,ΝleΝnomΝd’Artémis,ΝquelleΝqu’enΝsoitΝl’origine,ΝsembleΝbienΝ
attesté dans des inscriptions lydiennes: ἉἜtἑἕἡ  ἑb ἑἕἝἑἝ répondrait à  

ϕ α à Larissa du Caystre, etc., cf. Heubeck, Lydiaka, 22-25. Il est bien vrai 
qu’ArtémisΝpeutΝêtreΝconsidéréeΝcomme une déesse asiatique (cf. Wilamowitz, 
Glaube der Hellenen 1, 324; M.P. Nilsson, Gr. Rel. 1, 451, sqq.). Il est vrai 
d’autreΝpartΝqu’elleΝjoueΝunΝgrandΝrôleΝdansΝleΝmondeΝdorien,ΝceΝquiΝaΝconduitΝ
àΝ chercherΝ uneΝ étymologieΝ illyrienne,Ν d’unΝ illyrέΝ *artos (M.S. Ruiperez, 
Emerita 15, 1-60, et Zephyrus 2, 89 sqq. avec bibliographie). Cette hypothèse 
quiΝs’accordeΝmalΝavecΝ lesΝdonnéesΝhomériquesΝseΝheurteΝmaintenantΝàΝuneΝ
difficulté,ΝpuisqueΝlaΝdéesseΝestΝconnueΝenΝmycénienέΝω’estΝl’explicationΝparΝ
l’AsieΝ εineure qui semble la plus probable. Les étymologies par le grec 
reposent toutes plus ou moins sur des jeux de mots. Le rapprochement avec 
ἄ  ‘ours’ se heurte à la difficulté que ἄ  est en grec une forme 
secondaire. Celui avec ἄ α  ‘boucher’ est retenue par Kretschmer, Gl. 27, 
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34, mais la graphie α  avec le second α doit reposer sur une étymologie 
populaire, cf. Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 1, 256, ce que confirme le mycénien. Quant 
à un rapprochement avec , il consiste à expliquer obscura per 
obscuriora. σousΝneΝsavonsΝpasΝs’ilΝexisteΝunΝrapportΝentreΝcesΝdeuxΝtermes,Ν
ni lequel des deux serait tiréΝdeΝ l’autreέ” The Lydian form χἜtἑἕἡ  equated 
with  may perhaps be compared with the Hurrian personal name Ar-
ta-mu-zi, son of Ut- Ἁp-ᾷἍ, attested at Nuzi HSS V 69: 22, 24; father of Ta-a-
a, grandfather of Ar-ti-ir-wi, AASOR XVI 28:3, cf. I.J. Gelb, NPN, 33; P.M. 
Purves, NPN, 203, s.v. ar-, and 262, s.v. tamuzi. Gelb and Purves prefer to 
divide the name into the elements ar- ‘give’Ν andΝ tamuzi, because Hurrian 
tamuzi (perhaps derived from Akkadian) is identical with the Nuzi month 
name Tamuzi. The name is cognate with Baby-lonian dûzu. The months so 
named are equated by Gordon and Lacheman in AOr X (1938), 55 and 60.  In 
principle the division could also be between arta- and -muzi, because arta- 
and -ἕἡᾷ are also feasible onomastic elements. At Nuzi are attested: Ar-ta, Ar-
ta-tal, Ar-ta-ta-al, Ar-ta-a-tal (to be divided into Arta-atal or Ar-tatal), Ar-ta-

ἡ-ma (to be divided into Arta- ἡἕἉ or Ar-tἉ ἡἕἉ), Ar-ta- ἡ-pi (to be 
divided into Arta- ἡpἑ or Ar-tἉ ἡpἑ), Ar-ta-ᾷἍ-ni, Ar-ta-ᾷἍ-en-ni, Ar-ta-ᾷἍ-e-
ni (to be divided into Arta-ᾷἍἘἘἑ or Ar-tἉᾷἍἘἘἑ), Ar-ta-tab-bi (to be divided 
into Arta-tappi or Ar-tatappi), and Ar-ta-a-a, Ar-ta-a, Ar-ta-ia. There is also 
an Indo-Iranian onomastic element arta-, but all relatives of the χἜtἉḭἉ’sΝatΝ
Nuzi bear Hurrian names. Note also Ar-ta-ia,ΝKBoΝἙΝ1μΝ44Ν(twice)ΝatΝBoǧazköyέΝ
Compare also at Nuzi Ari-ἕἡᾷἍ (wr. A-ri-mu-ᾷἍ). If the interpretation of the 
masculine personal name Ar-ta-mu-zi asΝ‘TamuziΝgives’ΝbyΝἕelbΝandΝPurves 
is correct, we may infer that Tamuzi is not only the name of a month at Nuzi, 
but probably also a theonym. Ar-ta-mu-zi is a rare name and it is unknow 
whether it could also be used as a feminine name. The name could explain the 
ending -ἕἡ  in Lydian χἜtἑἕἡ , equated with Greek . If the name Ar-
ta-mu-zi consists of the elements arta- and -muzi and if -muzi may be equated 
with Hurrian adjectival ἕἡᾷ, ἕἡᾷἉ-, -ἕἡᾷἉ, -ἕἡᾷἍ, ἕἡᾷἡ- and substantival -
ἕἡᾷἘἑ, we know that this element was feminine if connected with dHebat and 
masculine if connected with dEwri.  
 

      Linear A has not yet yielded an equivalent to the Hurrian name or to the 
Linear B theonym. The e/i alternation in the Linear B forms  and 

 make a Greek origin of the theonym unlikely. The second α in 
α , already in the earliest Doric inscriptions, may be a matter of dialect. 

It is conceivable that a Hurrian personal name such as Ar-ta-mu-zi was first 
used as an epithet in Minoan Crete and could have developed into a theonym. 
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      Even if the original division of onomastic elements was Ar-tamuzi, the 

Mycenaean Greeks were probably more familiar with the common element 
ἕἡᾷ and divided the name into Arta-muzi, which made it easier to change Arta- 
into Arte/i-. Such a change may have taken place on the analogy of Hurrian 
Arte, hypocoristic of χἜtἍᾷἡp ‘ἕivingΝ(is)ΝTeš(š)ub’έ The Lydian form χἜtἑἕἡ  
could have come directly from the Near East to Western Anatolia, but the -i- 
in χἜtἑἕἡ  may well account for a Cretan provenance of the Lydian theonym 
in accordance with Mycenaean . Even if a Hurrian etymology is not 
acceptable, the Mycenaean theonym is at any rate several centuries earlier than 
the Lydian inscriptions, which makes provenance from Crete more likely than 
fromΝAnatoliaέΝSinceΝApollo’sΝnameΝisΝprobablyΝrepresentedΝinΝthe Linear B 
texts from Knossos and the name of Artemis in texts from Pylos and Knossos, 
they likely had a Cretan, possibly Minoan, origin as their mother Lato. 
Provenance from Anatolia is not impossible, but not necessarily preferable.  
 

      The theonym  is to date unexplained. P. Chantraine, DELG, 27: 
“ : ép., poètes;  (attesté en mycénien, dial. non ioniens), déesse 
grecqueΝ queΝ l’onΝ supposeΝ uneΝ ancienneΝ déesseΝ minoenne,Ν quiΝ seraitΝ issueΝ
d’uneΝdéesseΝauΝserpentΝprotégeantΝ leΝpalaisέΝω’estΝprobablementΝd’aprèsΝ laΝ
déesseΝqu’aΝétéΝdénomméeΝlaΝcitéΝattiqueΝ α . Le mycénien connaît le nom 
deΝ laΝdéesseΝdansΝ l’expressionΝatanapotinija, cf. Chadwick-Baumbach 167. 
Dérivé: αĩ ‚Ν‘athénien’,ΝmaisΝ leΝfémέΝ α  sert aussi de nom de la 
déesse (88 ex. chez Hom.), att. α α etΝparΝcontractionΝl’usuelΝ . Ét.: 
Théonyme inexpliqué, cf. Nilsson, Griech. Rel. 1, 405 sqq. Lex. Ep. 208.” 
 

      It is intriguing that the Linear B texts from Knossos provide both a-ta-na-
po-ti-ni-ja (KN V 52+52bis+[X] 8285 Olivier), the dative  , and 
da-pu2-ri-to-jo po-ti-ni-ja (KN Gg 702,2), α υ   ‘forΝ theΝ
Mistress of the labyrinth’. If the hypothesis that these deities are the same is 
correct, the goddess  was the deity protecting the labyrinth, which may 
have been the name of the palace. She may have been the Minoan deity 
portrayedΝasΝtheΝ‘goddessΝwithΝtheΝsnakes’.  
 
      The daughter of king Minos, , played a very peculiar role by 
helping the Athenian hero Theseus escaping from the labyrinth after he had 
killed the Minotaur. After Theseus had left her on the island of Naxos, 
Dionysos took her to Mount Olympos. 
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      One can only conclude that the Minoan princess must have had some 
godlike features. She did not only play the part of a goddess by helping heroes 
as, for instance, Athena did several times with Odysseus and other heroes, but 
she also became the consort of a god. The element - in her name was later 
probably understood as the augmentive particle which we find e.g. in Homer 
in  and .   
 

      But if the name was originally Minoan, the element ari- may well represent 
the Hurrian verbal root ar- ‘toΝgive’ (ari- is the present active transitive form 
in -i-, sometimes also with the root complement -p/b-), e.g. Ari-p- ἡἜἜἉ, Ari-
p-ᾷἉἜἜἑ, Ari-p-ᾷἍἜἑᾷ, Ari-p-teᾷἡp, Ari-p-tilla, and the hypocoristic χἜἑḭἉ, etc. at 
Nuzi. The name of the princess  may be explained from the Hurrian 
prototype *Ari-attāἘā > Minoan *Ari-athāἘā ‘AthanaΝ gives’Ν ἌΝ *Ari-athἘā 
(syncope) > *Ari-ἉἌἘā (voicing of the dental under influence of nasal in 
Hurrian) > (Greek) *  > . The name  may be 
interpreted as a theophorous personal name. Another indication of a possibly 
Hurrian origin of the Mycenaean theonym  is the parallel form α , 
Attic α α. Apart from the frequent suffix -na of the plural article, there is 
a Hurrian onomastic element -na occurring in feminine personal names, which 
may well be a shortened or hypocoristic form of -ἘἉḭἉ and -nawar, cf. at Nuzi: 
fAru-na, fχἣἍᾷ-na and fχἣἑᾷ-ἘἉḭἉ, fAze-na, fMinen-na and fMinen-ἘἉḭἉ, cf. 
P.M. Purves, NPN, 236-237, s.v. -na and -ἘἉḭἉ. Purves adds: Hurrian element 
apparently found exclusively in feminine personal names. See Speiser in 
AASOR XVI (1936), p. 75, n. 1, and Oppenheim in AOF XII (1937-39), 36.   
 

      P.M. Purves, NPN, 237, gives a long list of feminine personal names with 
the element -ἘἉḭἉ at Nuzi: fAllai-ἘἉḭἉ, fχᾷἕἡἘ-ἘἉḭἉ, fχᾷtἡἘ-ἘἉḭἉ, fχἣἑᾷ-ἘἉḭἉ, 
fAzun-ἘἉḭἉ, f ἉᾷἡἘ-ἘἉḭἉ, f ἍpἍt-ἘἉḭἉ, f ἡἕἍἜ-ἘἉḭἉ, fIlim-ἘἉḭἉ, fIἕᾷἍἘ-ἘἉḭἉ, 

fIwin-ἘἉḭἉ, fMinen-ἘἉḭἉ, fσἉᾷἕἡἘ-ἘἉḭἉ, fNupen-ἘἉḭἉ, fᾶἉἔ ἡἘ-ἘἉḭἉ, fᾶἉtἡἕ-
ἘἉḭἉ, fᾶἍἔtἡἘ-ἘἉḭἉ, fᾶἍἣἑἜ-ἘἉḭἉ, fᾶἑἘἍἘ-ἘἉḭἉ, fᾶἡ ἡἜ-ἘἉḭἉ, fᾶἡἘᾷἡἘ-ἘἉḭἉ, 
fTatun-ἘἉḭἉ, fTἍ Ἅᾷ-ἘἉḭἉ, fTἍᾷᾷἍἘ-ἘἉḭa, fTilun-ἘἉḭἉ, fTulpun-ἘἉḭἉ, fUᾷᾷἍἘ-
ἘἉḭἉ, fZilim-ἘἉḭἉ, and with the variation -ἘἉḭἍ: fAmmi-ἘἉḭἍέ 
 

      It is unlikely that Mycenaean  and probably Minoan *χtἐāἘā can 
be equated with the Hurrian personal name a-ta-na, phonologically /adana/, 
at Nuzi, since single writing of the dental indicates that it is voiced. The 
personal name a-ta-na seems identical with the toponym Adana in south-east 
Anatolia, cf. also a-da/ta-(a)-ni, KUB XXV 44 ii? 5; XXVII 1 ii 31 and 70; 
XXVII 6 i 31, cf. also P.M. Purves, NPN, 207, s.v. atan.  
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      If the etymology of Mycenaean  (later  with the doublet form 
α ) and Minoan *χtἐāἘā / *χtἐāἘā Ἁ is Hurrian, the forms should 

probably be compared with the Hurrian onomastic element att-. P.M. Purves, 
NPN, 207, s.v. att (1)μΝ“ἘurrianΝinΝviewΝofΝassociationΝwithΝ-kku. If Hurrian, it 
probably is connected with attai ‘father’έΝωfέΝωhagarΝBazarΝ fAt-ta-i-ni-ir-ze 
and fAt-tap-ki-ia-ze, Iraq VII,Νγθέ”  
 

      In accordance with the meaning of attay, most personal names at Nuzi 
with the element att- are masculine: χttἉḭἉ, χttἉἘἡ, χttἑḭἉ, χttἡḭἉ. The only 
exception at Nuzi is the feminine name  fAttakku (wr. fAt-ta-ak-ku), but we 
may add the names from Chagar Bazar fAt-ta-i-ni-ir-ze and fAt-tap-ki-ia-ze. 
The masculine element att- in the feminine theonym *χtἐāἘā / *χtἐāἘā Ἁ can 
only be explained, if the element -ἘāḭἉ meansΝ ‘girl’,Ν ‘daughter’ΝorΝ theΝ likeέΝ
TheΝmythΝaboutΝ‘χtἐἍἘἉ bἙἜἘ fἜἙἕ ἐἍἜ fἉtἐἍἜ’Ἕ ἐead’ΝmayΝhelpΝtoΝexplainΝtheΝ
meaningΝofΝherΝnameΝasΝ“father’sΝdaughter”έΝἘephaistos’sΝaxeΝcertainlyΝhelpedΝ
toΝcureΝherΝfather’sΝheadacheέΝ 
 

      Hurrian Attana (voiceless dental because of double writing) occurs at Nuzi 
andΝAlala ΝasΝtheΝnameΝofΝaΝmonthέΝE. Laroche, GLH, 64: Attana, ἉttἉἘἉᾷἣἍ, 
nomΝd’unΝmoisΝàΝσuziΝetΝàΝAlala νΝcfέΝCAD A II 510; AW 87. It is a well-
known fact that the names of months were often derived from theonyms (cf. 
e.g. Roman mensis Martius and Iunius). This may be regarded as a strong 
indication that the month Attana atΝσuziΝandΝAlala ΝwasΝcalledΝafterΝaΝdeityΝ
Attana who may eventually have become the Cretan and Mycenaean goddess 

. Hurrian -tt- may have sounded with aspiration as th ( ) in Greek ears. 
 

      The Pre-Greek name Θ  is attested at Pylos as te-se-u (PY En 74, 5; 
Eo 276, 4: te-o-jo do-e-ro ‘servantΝofΝaΝgod’). The name is clearly Pre-Greek, 
because an Indo-European intervocalic -s- would have changed into -h- and 
ultimately have disappeared in Greek. To date an etymology of the name 
Θ  is failing, cf. P. Chantraine, DELG, 436, s.v. Θ μΝ“ÉtymologieμΝ
Inconnue.” Was Θ  originally a Cretan name derived from the Hurrian 
hypocoristic theophorous name TἍᾷᾷἡḭἉ (wr. Te-Ἅᾷ-ᾷἡ-ia, Te-ᾷἡ-ia, Te-ἑᾷ-ᾷἡ-
ia, Ti-ἑᾷ-ᾷἡ-ú-ia), attested at Nuzi (cf. I.J. Gelb, NPN, 154), comparable to e.g. 
a-pa-je-u (PY Jn 845, 5), probably φα  ‘celebrantΝofΝ φα ’,ΝandΝwasΝtheΝ
Minoan myth about Theseus and Ariadna later connected with the Greek 
mainland, so that Theseus could become an Athenian prince and hero with a 
name that contained an onomastic element referring to the head of the Hurrian 
pantheonΝΝἍΝΝτnlyΝTeš(š)ubΝknowsμΝTalmi-TἍᾷ(ᾷ)ἡb ‘Teš(š)ubΝisΝἕreat’Ν!  
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      The combination of te-se-u with te-o-jo do-e-ro ‘servantΝofΝaΝgod’Ν(probablyΝ
the description of a priest) in PY En 74, 5 and PY Eo 276, 4 is intriguing, 
becauseΝtheΝ‘ἕreek’ΝwordΝ  isΝalsoΝsuspectedΝtoΝbeΝofΝ‘Pre-ἕreek’ΝoriginέΝ
P. Chantraine, DELG, 429-430, s.v. μΝ“mέ,ΝfέΝ(Ἐomέ,Νionέ-att., etc.), béot., 
chypr., crét. , lacon. . Adjectifs dérivés: ῖἙ  ‘divin’…ΝprobablementΝ
de * -ἥἙ ; le mycénien a le féminin teija; la forme Ἑ  chez Alc. et chez 
BalbillaΝn’estΝpasΝexpliquéeέΝ…ΝÉtymologie inconnue. Le rapprochement avec 
lat. deus, skr. devá-,ΝestΝbienΝentendueΝimpossibleέΝϊ’uneΝfaçonΝplusΝgénérale,Ν
laΝchuteΝd’unΝ  intervocalique dans  ne peut être supposée en raison du 
mycénien teo et de la forme crétoise . Dans ces conditions, on a amené à 
admettreΝ laΝ chuteΝ d’unΝ sigmaΝ intervocaliqueΝ etΝ àΝ évoquerΝ lesΝ composésΝ
d’ailleursΝ obscursΝ - , -π , -φα έ”Ν ἘeΝ alsoΝ rejectsΝ twoΝ
otherΝhypothesesΝandΝconcludesμΝ“ἔinalementΝl’ensembleΝresteΝincertainέ”ΝωέJέΝ
Ruijgh (EGM, § 233) explains Mycenaean te-o as  (with intervocalic h) < 
* ,ΝmotΝd’origineΝprobablementΝpréhellénique,ΝcfέΝte-i-ja (§ 175). In § 175 
heΝwritesμΝ“te-i-ja (PY Fr 1202: dat. sg. f.):  ‘desΝdieux’,ΝdérivéΝdeΝte-o 

 (PY Ep 704, 5: acc. ? sg.; al.). Plus tard, on trouve la forme ῖo . 
δ’expressionΝma-te-re te-i-ja M ῖ  (‘pourΝlaΝεèreΝdesΝdieux’ΝouΝ‘pourΝ
laΝεèreΝdivine’)ΝrappelleΝM  =  (cf. aussi Ῥ , Kυ )Νet,Νd’autreΝ
part, Θ ,ΝnomΝd’uneΝsoeurΝdeΝRhéaΝd’aprèsΝἘésiodeέ”Ν 
 

      We have discussed the correlation between ἍbἉt in her appearance of 
Allani ‘theΝδady’Ν andΝ theΝgoddessΝHera and between the theonym ἍbἉt ή 

ἍbἍt and the goddess Hèbè whoΝhadΝtoΝbecomeΝ‘daughterΝofΝZeusΝandΝἘera’Ν
insteadΝofΝ‘consortΝofΝTeš(š)ubΝήΝZeus’,ΝbecauseΝherΝnameΝwasΝlaterΝassociated 
by the Greeks with the Greek term  ‘youth,Νvigour,Νpuberty’έ Remarkably 
theΝ“goddess”ΝΘ  is mentioned by Hesiod in his Theogony as the sister of 
Ῥ , who is consort of Kronos and mother of Zeus. The struggle for power 
between Ouranos, Kronos and Zeus is a close copy of that between the 
Hurrian Anu, Kumarbi and TἍᾷἡbέΝTešub’sΝplaceΝinΝtheΝεycenaeanΝpantheonΝ
had been taken by the Indo-European Zeus. But Hurrian and Cretan TἍᾷἡb, 
possibly Linear A te-zu, survived in personal names such as Linear B te-se-u 
Θ . The Hurrian onomastic element -tἍḭἉ, hypocoristic of -tἍᾷ(ᾷ)ub, may 
have survived as the deity Θ  in Hesiod, but because the place of the Head 
of the pantheon had already been taken by Zeus and since most words and 
names in -α in Greek are feminine, Θ  had to become a female deity and 
became sister of Ῥ  instead of her son. TἍᾷ(ᾷ)- may also be the basis of 
*  > (Mycenaean)  that was treated as if it was a common I.E. noun. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
 

       
      In this monograph I have reviewed attempts to decipher the script of Linear 
A and have concluded that none could be accepted as presenting consistent 
phonological and morphological evidence necessary in the case of decipherment 
of a script when the idiom written with it is unknown. I have tried by linguistic 
methods, using phonological and morphological evidence, to show that Linear 
A might have been the notation of an idiom with very specific phonological 
features and with a morphology of agglutinative character. I have tried to identify 
this idiom as Hurrian or an idiom related to Hurrian. Finally, I have tried to 
identify Linear A sequences with both Hurrian lexical terms and Hurrian 
onomastics. If the path I have chosen to follow in approaching Linear A proves 
to be valid, further research may well show that Hurrian written with Linear A 
mightΝ showΝ itsΝ ownΝ ‘dialectal’Ν featuresΝ asΝ comparedΝ toΝ variationsΝ betweenΝ
secondΝmillenniumΝἘurrianΝ writtenΝ atΝ BoǧazköyΝ ήΝ BoǧazkaleΝ ( attuša), Tell 
AçanaΝ(Alala ), Ras Shamra (Ugarit), Tell Hariri (Mâri), Kirkuk (Nuzi), Chagar 
Bazar, Dilbat, Tell Tacannak in Palestine,ΝtheΝTušratta letter, discovered at Tell 
el Amarna, and the bronze tablet of Samarra, RA IX (1912), 1-4, which proved 
presence of Hurrians in Iraq even in the third millennium B.C.  
 

      If one takes into account that on the one hand the Hurrian language itself is 
still in a process of decipherment, that many features of its grammar can be 
recognized, though they are not yet all fully understood, that the number of words 
in the Hurrian vocabulary that can be recognized and understood is still quite 
limited, and that on the other hand the corpus of Linear A texts is still small as 
compared to the corpus of Linear B texts and that many Linear A sequences are 
not complete, it is quite remarkable how many words can be recognized as 
Hurrian in Linear A, and what is even more important, how many words can be 
recognized in a grammatical form characteristic of Hurrian. As regards the 
onomastics, which were the starting point of my research, the number of Hurrian 
personal, ethnic and topographic names turned out to be remarkably high as well. 
Here as well, especially the typical hypocoristic Hurrian personal names, which 
appear in great numbers in the Near Eastern archives, are attested in a high 
percentage of the names in Linear A. It appears to be a great advantage that the 
structure of Hurrian names, especially of theophorous personal names, is very 
clear and can easily be recognized. Therefore the identification of Hurrian names 
in Linear A attains a high degree of certainty.  
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